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Dear Teacher, 

 
Tenpin Bowling Association of Queensland Inc. (TBAQ) welcomes your school to the sport of 

Tenpin Bowling via the modified ‘Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program’. 
 
The Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program will introduce your students to the skills of Tenpin Bowling 

in a structured and curriculum based, best practise, skills training.  The Manual will guide you firstly 
through a basics program and then allow you to reconstruct and add lesson plans for an infinite 
variety of lessons with students on task at all times and having fun. 

 
Tenpin Bowling is one of the more popular physical activities enjoyed by Queenslanders of all 

ages.  The sun safe indoor environment, simplicity and equal playing field are basic reasons behind 
the growth of the sport.  Over 50,000 students enter this program each year in Queensland.  From 
these humble beginnings Queensland has been fortunate enough to have Gold medallist at 
International and National level competitions with most starting from these programs. 

 
Throughout your Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program implementation you will be facilitating the 

delivery of Tenpin skill teaching to your students.  TBAQ development staff are available to assist 
you with any delivery problems you may encounter.  We are able to provide teacher In-Service 
through a DVD or on line at www.tbaq.org.au.    We will supply to you an access code to view the’in 
service’ at a time and place convenient to you.  Your access code will be available for a month.  
Please feel free to contact the TBAQ office if you would like to organise any of these to assist your 
program delivery. 

We encourage local P & C Associations to fund raise to buy RNS kits for your school, so the 
resources are available at all times for lessons, and fetes to raise further revenue for your school. 

 
Currently your local bowling centre sponsors the equipment delivered to your school in order to 

further promote the sport of Tenpin.  In order to continue the supply of the FREE kits for use by your 
school please take the opportunity to take the school into the Centre and arrange a field trip.  TBAQ 
will be able to negotiate a good price for you.  Please also ensure you look after the equipment as 
you would your school property.   Along with this link to the sport, TBAQ have also developed school 
competition structures Interschool competitions and athlete bridging programs to attract children 
and their families to the sport of tenpin and demonstrate the pathways available in the sport.  

Bowler and Coach education calendar is available at: 
www.tbaq.org.au/calendars/bowler_and_coacheducation_calendar .  Once this in service is 
completed you are able to become an accredited Instructor with the sport (not compulsory).  Please 
ask for an application form – a small fee of $20 for the registration is necessary and is renewable 
each 2 years. 

TBAQ would again like to thank you for your support of Tenpin Bowling and would like to 
encourage any feedback regarding the program content or delivery at any time via the feedback 
form or an independent feedback evaluation.   

If you have any questions or queries, please contact me on: 
 
 Phone: (07) 3876 5400 or fax: (07) 3369 1118 or dev@tbaq.org.au. 

 
Yours in Sport 

 
Linton Chataway 
TBAQ State Development Officer 

http://www.tbaq.org.au/
http://www.tbaq.org.au/calendars/bowler_and_coacheducation_calendar
mailto:dev@tbaq.org.au
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Goals and Materials 
Goals: 
1. Introduce primary school students to the Sport of Tenpin Bowling. 
2. Develop a "Partnership in Education" between schools, local  
    Bowling Centres and the sport of Tenpin Bowling. 
3. Join sport bowling at a Roll ‘n Strike League (10 weeks) at your local centre (Coach supported) 
 
Implementation: 
TBAQ, with resource support from local Bowling Centres, provides neighbourhood primary 

schools an In Schools Kit for 3-6 weeks per term with 2 schools each term(10 / 11 wks per term). 
 
These Lifetime Sport bowling units are conducted in P.E. classes and are taught by PE and/or 

class teachers from each school that are trained by TBAQ Development Officers on how to conduct 
the program. 

 
Upon completion of the bowling program, students are issued with a certificate of achievement 

and a game voucher to use at the local bowling centre supporting the unit.   
 
 
Materials delivered to Schools: 
1. Five Rubber Bowler Balls  
2. Five sets of 10 plastic pins - weighted 
3. 5 x Six metre carpet lanes 
4. Illustrated School Instructor's Manual 
 
Note:  To be effective this equipment needs an area of 8 metres x 8 metres. 
This program is FREE TO SCHOOLS!  However, the equipment is also available for purchase by 

schools on request. Schools are able to use a sponsor to pay for the kit – TBAQ can put your 
sponsors logo on each mat. 

 
Options available after completion of Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program: 
1. Student Certificates of Achievement 
2. Game vouchers 
3. Field trip to local Bowling Centre 
4. Sport membership is available for all students completing the program –School Green card 

will provide the students family a discount each time they visit the local centre (up to 4 visits) 
OR a School Gold card provides 5 weeks bowling (in the RNS 10 week league) and sport      
membership plus family discounts. Prices and benefits available on the TBAQ website 
www.tbaq.org.au  

   5. Participation in 10 week ‘coach supported’ Roll ‘n Strike Leagues 
 (schedule of seasons and participating centres on the TBAQ website www.tbaq.org.au) 
 
 
 

  

 

 

http://www.tbaq.org.au/
http://www.tbaq.org.au/
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WHY TEACH TENPIN BOWLING IN OUR SCHOOLS? 
 
For the Students... 
1. Bowling is a LOW IMPACT, NON CONTACT sport. 
2. Both girls and boys can compete at an equal level. 
3. Tenpin Bowling is played indoors reducing the risk of SKIN CANCER. 
4. There are NO SIZE OR STRENGTH LIMITATIONS for success. 
5. Bowling is a FAMILY ORIENTED ACTIVITY. 
6. Bowling builds self-confidence and positive self-esteem. 
7. It is a great team sport. 
8. It is a great individual sport. 
9. Bowling can be enjoyed in a social atmosphere or in a competitive             
    form. 
10. Bowling is a success oriented "LIFETIME SPORT". 
11. Maths concepts are reinforced via score keeping. 
12. Emphasis on co-operative learning skills for students – in a team environment. 
13. Bowling provides enjoyment for children at any grade level. 
14. FUN, FUN, FUN! 
 
For the Teacher... 
1. Bowling is a high interest activity for the class; at NO COST. 
2. Students are active and 'on task'. 
3. Quality equipment for the bowling kit is delivered and picked up. 
4. An illustrated instruction manual/study sheets/activity sheets and work  
    Sheets, on line teacher in service or DVD support are provided. 
5. No size limits for success... all students can participate. 
6. Good for development of hand-eye co-ordination. 
7. Large muscle focus in approach, delivery and balance. 
8. Adaptive P.E. unit... great for people with a disability. 
9. Equipment can be adjusted to 'space available' effectively. 
10. Incentive awards for class; students receive CERTIFICATE OF  
     ACHIEVEMENT and GAME VOUCHERS   
11. The bowling program is fun for all – In school and In centre! 
12. Sport membership available – a discounted family pass when a School Green     
       Card is purchased which includes sport membership.  A School Gold card which  
      includes 5 weeks bowling, coaching, sport membership, sport insurance and 

family  
      discount package at your local participating centre. 
 
**** THROUGH TENPIN BOWLING, EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL AND ACADEMIC GROWTH 

CAN BE ACHIEVED.  What a fun way for those things to take place. 
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TENPIN BOWLING AUSTRALIA LTD 

(TBA)  
SPORT MEMBERSHIP 

 
Why Tenpin Bowling Australia Sport Membership? 
 
As the National Sporting Organisation, Tenpin Bowling Australia Ltd (TBA) has a 

pivotal role in the management and development of the sport across the country. Your 
membership ensures we can continue to develop and grow the sport nationally and 
provide pathways for bowlers at all levels to compete and enjoy the benefits of 
participation. 

 
Membership Benefits: 
x Membership card, with a lifetime membership number associated 

with continuous membership 
x Award recognition including header badge and award bars, recognition of high 

performance awards such as 300 Game award (free plaque once per lifetime), 
along with subsequent 300 Game plaques, watches and rings (all available for 
purchase) 

x Discounted practice-game rates for members at all TBA registered bowling 
centres *conditions apply 

x A comprehensive accident and injury insurance scheme for all TBA members 
x A bi-monthly newsletter from Tenpin Bowling Australia Ltd, distributed by email 

and available on the TBA website 
x Plus Much more 
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TBAQ TEACHER IN-SERVICE 
 

The In-service will take from 45 mins and is available FREE on line at 
www.tbaq.org.au                       Please ask for an access code.  
 If you are unable to get on line we are able to provide you with a DVD for a small 
charge. 
 
Our TBAQ teachers In-service will qualify all teachers for a TBA Instructors 
Certificate.  You will need to be a sport member first to attain this accreditation. The 
Instructors certificate is the first level of coaching accreditation in the sport of 
Tenpin. 
There is a small charge for the Instructors registration always under $30 and valid 
for 2 years – after which you will be asked to renew.  The accreditation fee covers 
professional indemnity insurance to protect you in your role as an instructor of 
tenpin bowling.  An application is available at the end of this manual. 
 

http://www.tbaq.org.au/
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RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
The following standards are addressed by Tenpin Bowling Association of 

Queensland Inc. (TBAQ) supporting Tenpin Bowling as a low risk safe sport. 

Heath Risk Management 
x Tenpin Bowling is low impact and non contact sport 
x Tenpin Bowling is played indoors reducing risk of skin cancer (SUN SAFE) 

 

Quality Assurance of Program Delivery 
x TBAQ’s Sport Development Officer and State Coaching Director are involved in 

teaching the sport to PE teachers via In-service training which is provided FREE to 
schools 

x Ultimate aim for TBAQ is to have teachers trained in the Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program, to become an accredited coach. 

 
Sport Insurance Cover for Teachers 
x Tenpin Bowling Australia Ltd (TBA Ltd) encourages teachers to achieve 

accreditation in our sport by accessing courses run by TBAQ thereby accessing 
our sports insurance cover. 

  

Class Safety 
x TBAQ highly recommends all teachers access the In Service provided by the sport to 

learn correct technique and risk management strategies from our tertiary trained 
TBAQ sport professionals. 
 

a) Injury Prevention 
x� Students are taught correct techniques by the PE Teacher.   
 All skills taught in the Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program are the same 

required to bowl at a high standard in the bowling centre. 
x Skills taught are the same taught at Development camps and clinics. 

x� PE Teacher who demonstrates correct technique will influence students to 
bowl correctly 

x Students who bowl correctly in the modified program will not be vulnerable 
to injury in the bowling centre because of technique taught at school.  
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b)  Setting up and Retrieving Equipment 
x� Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program carpets are not too heavy but it is recommended 

that care is undertaken when carrying them (bent knees when lifting) 
x� If there are small children assisting it is advised 2 children carry one carpet roll to 

and from the storage area. 
 
c)   Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program ball care & Injury prevention: 

x� Balls should always be rolled at all times and never thrown. 
 
d)   Teaching smaller children 

x� When small students (preschool – Grade 3 ) are using the Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program equipment TBAQ advise the pins be placed closer to the front of the 
carpet.  

x� The pins should be placed at the arrow zone and then moved progressively 
backwards as the children become accustomed to the weight of the ball and 
experience success hitting target markers on the lane and the pins.  

x� When teaching smaller children group the children in threes. Three backstops and 
three bowlers (taking turns).  Smaller children prefer a simpler positioning than the 
roles around the lane and the program used should be the rhythmic technique 
program at the back of this manual. 

x Keep lessons short and challenging for the smaller child. 
 
e)   Adequate spacing 

x� Please ensure that there is enough spacing between lanes in the area being used 
for Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program.  Area required for full kit is 8mtres x 8 
metres.  

x Encourage children to stay BEHIND the carpet when bowling so children do not trip 
on carpet edge. 

x Teach children to roll the ball not throw the ball this will ensure the ball and pins 
do not strike the children occupying the backstop and pinsetters positions.  
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EQUIPMENT USE 

 
For best performance, safety of students and the long life of materials, please 

follow these simple guidelines. 
GENERAL EQUIPMENT CARE 

CARPET LANES 

1. After use please roll carpets up from the pinspot end so the rubber side is out.   
 
2. Do not roll the carpets up too tight (start about tennis ball size).  Carpets that 

are rolled tightly tend to curl at the ends which contribute to wear and tear on 
the carpet and may cause a tripping hazard. 
 

3. Carpets should be stored upright and the loose end should be up against a flat 
surface e.g. wall. 

 

BALLS 

1. Balls allowed to roll into brick walls will soon split. Please position lanes with 
equipment care as a consideration.  Children should  be placed as backstops. 

2. We emphasise the balls are fragile and should NOT TO BE BOUNCED. 

PINS 

1. If using the Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program in a windy location you may need 
to remove the top of each pin to add more sand to weigh the pins down (approx 
450 Grams). 

2. Store pins and balls in bags provided after use with 10 pins and a ball in each 
bag. 

REPORTING DAMAGED EQUIPMENT 

1. Contact TBAQ immediately if you receive broken or missing equipment. 
2. If some equipment is broken during use, please report the incident immediately 

to TBAQ.  Inform TBAQ whether the equipment damaged was a result of misuse 
or just normal wear and tear if the equipment seems old. 

3. Ensure all equipment is accounted for prior to return of equipment. 
4. Schools will be invoiced for damaged or lost equipment . 
 

If questions arise, contact the Tenpin Bowling Association of Queensland Inc. 
office on (07) 38765400 or fax (07) 33691118 
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STORAGE OF EQUIPMENT 
The program's success rests on teachers receiving materials and equipment in 

good condition.  Here's how you can help! 
 

• Keep the equipment in a clean dry area 
 
• Protect carpets from direct contact with cigarette smoke 
 
• Carpets need to be stored upright.  The rubber side should be out 
 
• Under no circumstances should the carpets be stored lying down as this WILL 

cause damage to the carpets 
 
• A large rubber band or piece of masking tape may be used to keep the loose 

end from unrolling 
 
• The pins and balls are in calico bags that can be hung up or stacked 
 
• Please do not place other objects on top of the bags of pins...it could rip the 

bags and/or dent the pins 
 
• If the storage area is dusty, place a protective covering over the equipment 

 
• To ensure the equipment is maintained in a clean, presentable condition it 

may be necessary for the carpets, bowling balls, pins and bags to be 
periodically cleaned.   

We request that you inspect the equipment each time it is delivered to you. 
Please report any equipment damage to TBAQ before and after use.             

Thank – you 
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DAMAGED OR MISSING ROLL ‘N STRIKE IN SCHOOL 
PROGRAM EQUIPMENT POLICIES 

 
The equipment your school is using is expensive and the program can be destroyed 

as a result of not treating the equipment like it was the school’s property.  Damaged or 
missing equipment has been delivered to schools as a result of previous schools not 
reporting any problems with the equipment during or after usage.  Please note the 
Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program equipment delivered to your school is worth 
$3,850 (5 x Lanes, 5 x Balls, 5 bags and 50 x Pins). 

 
In order to ensure no schools are disadvantaged in poor service delivery  - PLEASE 

COMPLY WITH THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES  

Report to TBAQ upon receiving the equipment 

1. If there is any damaged or missing equipment 
2. TBAQ will replace the equipment immediately 

Damaged Equipment 

1. Report to TBAQ any equipment damaged during usage 
x Outline the extent and the perceived cause of damage to TBAQ 
x An invoice will be forwarded to the school if agreed by the school and TBAQ 

Development Officer, that the school is in breach of their equipment care duties 
 

2. Not reporting any equipment damages during usage 
x If the bowling centre finds damaged equipment after picking up the equipment 

TBAQ will investigate the problem with the school. 
x School will be invoiced for the equipment immediately as a result of the non 

reporting of the damaged equipment. 
 

3. Proposed Strategies to avoid being Invoiced the cost to repair or replace equipment 
x Wear and Tear is accepted however TBAQ are aware of the lifetime of the Roll 

‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program equipment  
x To avoid damaging any of the equipment please refer to page 8 in the Roll ‘n 

Strike IN SCHOOL Program School Instructors Manual on Equipment Use 
x Report any damage immediately to TBAQ  ph: 07 3876 5400 
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Missing Equipment 

1. Bowling Centre finds equipment missing after picking up the Roll ‘n Strike IN 
SCHOOL Program kit 
x If a bowling centre reports to TBAQ that there is equipment missing from their 

Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program kit, TBAQ will contact the school and give two 
weeks for them to find the equipment. 

x Upon failure of finding the equipment within two weeks of the reported date, 
TBAQ will invoice the school for the replacement equipment. 
 

2. Proposed Strategy to avoid being Invoiced the cost to replace missing equipment 
x Conduct a stocktake either two days or the day prior to the equipment being 

picked up to ensure all equipment is accounted for. 
 

TBAQ appreciate your support for the sport of Tenpin Bowling and the Roll ‘n Strike IN 
SCHOOL Program.  These policies have only been devised as a result of only a few 
schools within Queensland misusing the equipment and therefore disadvantaging the 
other schools in their area.  Please ensure all teachers and children acknowledge the 
need to adopt the equipment care duties and the consequences of not abiding by the 
equipment care duties. 

 

HOW MUCH DO THE CONTENTS OF A ROLL ‘N STRIKE IN SCHOOL 
PROGRAM KIT COST 

 
Below are prices of all contents within a Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program kit which 

should highlight the need to look after the equipment like it was your own.  This could 
be a useful tool to emphasise to the children when you are outlining the general 
equipment care duties in your first lesson and following lessons of the Roll ‘n Strike IN 
SCHOOL Program. 

 
Carpet Lanes      $380 each 

Tape along carpet edges     $27.50 per roll 

Balls        $150.00 each 
Pins         $20.00 each 

Bags $40.00 each 

Carpet Cleaning for heavily soiled carpets  $30 per carpet 

Full Kit (5 Lanes, 5 Balls, 5 Sets Pins, 5 Bags) $3850.00 
* All prices excluding GST 
** Prices subject to change without prior notice. 
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PYRAMID FOR SUCCESS  
 

STUDENTS: Colour in each block as the skill is mastered.  This is a great visual 
aid for recording individual progress and goals. 

 
  Students may cut and fold their pyramid as an art  
  activity.  When done, it should stand by itself,  
  representing the importance of mastering basic skills. 
 

TEACHERS: Use the building blocks of the Pyramid for Success to    
 structure lesson plans. 
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PATHWAYS 
 
 

Coach Assisted State wide Roll ‘n Strike 
Bowling League (5 + 5 week program) 

 
 

List of participating centres and all the details are available at: 

www.tbaq.org.au 
(Under “Schools Bowling”) 

 
10 Weeks League Bowling with Coaching  

Consistent Sport Education Syllabus Across the State 
Includes Sport Membership 

Free Shirt 
 
Follow on pathway opportunities: 
 
Development: 
- Qld State Development Camps / clinics advertised on TBAQ bowler and coach education calendar 

(all ages and ability – has advanced levels for 160 and over bowlers and repeat attendees) 
- Qld State Training Squads for averages over 170 female and 180 Males 
Leagues: 
- Roll ‘n Strike 10 week League 
- Junior Leagues 
- Junior Development Leagues (Coach Assisted) 
Competitions: 
- Qld Tenpin Inter-School Challenge Competition for both Primary and Secondary Schools 
- Qld North and Qld South Zone Championships 
- President Shield Roll offs (Junior State Team) Nth Qld and Sth Qld 
- Junior National Championships (Tenpin Bowling Australia) 
- Youth National Championships (Tenpin Bowling Australia) 
- Youth Roll Offs (Youth State Team) calendar of dates on TBAQ Tournament calendar 
- Asian School Championships 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
AIM:  To introduce the Roll ‘n Strike Tenpin unit to students. 
SETTING:  Undercover Games Area. 
     

 
 
TEACHING TIME:  5 min 
 
EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling balls and pins set up and ready for use.  We will 

only use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 & 5 pins) while skill teaching. 
 

INSTRUCTION: Orientation to equipment teaching and playing areas 
• Students sitting down in front of equipment. 
• Explain the following: 

1  To ensure the lanes are kept in good condition there is to be no walking on the 
lanes.   
2.  At the end of the lane (edge of carpet) there is a foul line and if the bowler steps    
over the line it is called a foul and their score does not count. 
3. The dots and the arrows on the lane are to assist you target and are guides only. 
4. There are spots for each pin on the lane and each pin has a number 
5. The ball is not to be bounced.  The ball has a seam and may split if bounced.  

Explain the 3 different hand span sizes in the ball. 
6. Teach which are the correct fingers which go in the ball using a shadow puppet.  
7. Teach the 4 and 5 o’clock (RH) or 7 & 8 o’clock (LH) finger position for a hook ball. 
8. Teach hand position (hand shake hand position for hook ball and fingers under the 

ball (6 o’clock) for a straight ball). 
9. Teach wrist position – should be firm and straight not broken or bent. 

 
Note: 5 to 7 yr. Olds will make “bunny rabbit ears” with the outside 

fingers. Fingers touching are the ones we bowl with. Remember “bunny’s 
ears stay behind the ball when we swing the ball. 
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HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT FIT OF THE BALL 

 
x Place thumb completely into the ball. 

 
x Lay fingers on the surface of the ball, extending them across the holes. 

 
x The crease of the second joint on the middle and ring fingers should be in the 

middle of the holes. 
 

x Put the thumb and fingers in the ball and swing it gently ensure hand is behind the 
ball in the swing. 
 

Note:  The ball is too heavy if it pulls you off balance or causes the upper body to bend 
forward or to the side. A deep knee bend will help you with balance problems. 

 

HOW TO HOLD THE BALL 

 
x The fingers used for rolling the ball are the middle and ring fingers of the dominant 

hand.  Insert fingers up to the second joint (closest to palm) and then place thumb 
completely into the thumb hole. 
 

Picture: showing correct fingers, correct handshake hand position, correct straight wrist.
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2.  FREE PENDULUM SWING 
 
AIM:  To create a free pendulum swing (Arm relaxed – shoulder firm and ‘up’). 

SETTING:  Undercover Games Area. 
 

 
 
TEACHING TIME:  3 min 
 
EQUIPMENT:   No special equipment needed. 
 
INSTRUCTION:   
x Students should be assembled in the skill teaching area away from the lanes 

where they have room to swing their arms freely without disturbing 
classmates. Students will then use the skill to play the game. 

 
x The Free pendulum Swing will be taught from the staggered position. 

   A. Raise the hand that you will bowl with. 
B. Tap Tap Tap the leg on that side with this arm. 
C. Move that foot back 15-20 cm, bend your knees deeply and 

lean forward. Relax your bowling arm at your side.  
This position is called the ‘stagger’ position.  
D. Show free swing as demonstrated by the PUSH-RELAX drill. 

(bowling arm relaxed at side: non-bowling hand pushes wrist 
backward and arm swings downward and forward - totally relaxed). 

E. Saying the words "PUSH-RELAX" while practising this drill will 
bring the feeling to the students quickly. 

Inclusive Tips: 
� Students, (wheelchair etc.) can adopt hand position and free swing 

skills from a seated position. 
� No ball is used during this skill drill. 
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10. RELEASE 

 
AIM:  To create an effective, consistent release. 
SETTING:  Undercover Games Area. 
  

 
 

TEACHING TIME:  7 min 
 
EQUIPMENT:  Clocks for each student (p17), and one softball (or similar size ball) 

       for each team of 2 students. 
 
INSTRUCTION: 

x Students pair up and form two lines so that partners face each other 4-5 
metres apart. 

x Release will be taught from the kneel-down position 
x Writing hand in the air – Tap- Tap- Tap – Kneel on this knee.   

      
 From the kneel-down position, students follow this routine: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Place tennis ball in centre of clock. 
B. Place bowling fingers on the hours of the clock (4 

& 5 o'clock for R.H.bowlers, and 7 & 8 o'clock for L.H. 
bowlers). 

C. Slide fingers under the ball, grip top of ball with 
thumb and raise shoulder up  to lift ball off the ground 
keeping arm straight. 

D.  2 swings (first swing in a backward direction) 
Students take two swings and release the ball on the 
second swing; like landing an aeroplane smoothly onto 
a runway. 

Inclusive Tip: Seated persons are able to do this 
drill.  Have student lean to bowling side and create free 
swing directly under shoulder. 
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CLOCK (release Position) 
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4.  FOLLOW THROUGH 
 
AIM: To learn to follow through toward a target.(To create a “U” shape swing). 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area. 

 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 5 min. 
EQUIPMENT:  Clocks for each student, and one softball (or similar sized ball) for each 

team of two students. 
INSTRUCTION:   

x Students pair up and form two lines so that partners face each other 4-5 metres 
apart. 

x The follow-through will be taught from the kneel-down position. 
 

From the kneel-down position, students follow this routine 

A. Bowler raises the ball from the centre of the clock as taught in the release lesson. 
      B. Student takes two free pendulum swings – first swing backwards. 

     C. After releasing the ball on the second swing bowler should follow-
through after the release of the ball pretending to answer the phone this will  
complete the movement and the correct feeling of the follow through. 

 
Inclusive Tip: 
  As in “Kneel Down Drill” 
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5.  ACCURACY 
 
AIM:  To ensure an accurate delivery. 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area. 
 

 
 
TEACHING TIME:  5 min. 
 
EQUIPMENT:  Clocks for each student, and one softball (or similar sized ball) for 

each team of two students and one bowling pin per team. 
 
INSTRUCTION: 

x Students pair up and form two lines so that partners face each other 4-5 
metres apart. 

x Place a bowling pin in front of the students nearest the wall. 
x Accuracy will be taught from the kneel-down position. 

 

Bowler raises the ball from the centre of the clock as taught in release Lesson 3a. 

A. Bowler takes two free pendulum swings – first in a backward direction. 
B. Bowler releases ball toward standing pin on second swing. 
C. Bowler follows through - don't forget to answer the phone! 
D. Bowlers will each receive four consecutive rolls at the pin.  Bowler switch 

positions when first bowler finishes. 
E. At the end of the session motivate the students by showing the size 

relationship of the drill ball to the bowling ball – to encourage those 
students who did not hit the pin in the drill using the smaller ball. 

F. Demonstration here to show the difference of a straight release (6 o’Clock) 
finger position and a hook position as described. Both may be used. 

 
Inclusive Tip: 
  As in “Kneel Down Drill” 
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6.  BALANCE 

 
AIM:  To develop and maintain a proper balance position. 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area 
 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 3 min. 
 
EQUIPMENT:  No special equipment needed, however, have 5 lanes with bowling 

balls and pins set up and ready for use.  We will use only 4 pins per lane the 1, 2, 3 & 5 
pins.(refer to pin position diagram in this manual) 

  
INSTRUCTION:  

• Students begin in staggered position (about a 30cm stride) with most of the 
weight on the forward foot. 

 
    

Inclusive Tips: 
             See next Page 

 

A. Knee of forward leg should be deeply bent. 

B. Lean forward slightly and extend both arms out to the 

side. Form a letter T. 

C. Lift back foot off the floor - can you hold your balance? 

D. Rest back toe on floor behind. This is good balance. 

E. Relax bowling arm at side, and hold the balance 
position as bowling arm swings freely in a pendulum motion. 
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Inclusive Tips: 
 
x If teaching a “seated” student, ensure upper body is upright with chest forward 

and not pointing down. 
x Some students in wheelchairs may need a brace across their body to assist 

maintaining body position. 
x If student in wheelchair is able to grip with opposite hand to the arm of 

wheelchair, this may negate the use of a brace or strap to assist student. 
x Ensure shoulder of bowling arm is positioned high this will ensure a straight 

swing and provide shoulder leverage to assist swing. 
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7.  ROTATION 
 
AIM:  To learn the positions and responsibilities of each team member. 
SETTING:  Undercover Games Area. 
 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 7min. 
 
x EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling balls and pins set up ready for use.  We will 

only use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 & 5 pins) to test skills.  Build excitement by 
adding pins later.  

x Students form teams - assign one team per lane (approx. 6 students per team). 
 

 
INSTRUCTION: 

1

2 3 4

5

6

 
1. Bowler 
2. Coach: watches for foul (person stepping on mat), checks the bowler has the 

correct fingers in the ball, and correct leg back.  Watch for follow through (answers 
the phone)- ensure bowling shoulder is ‘up’ to produce a straight swing. 

3. Scorer – team can assist with adding up – The scorer keeps the official score. 
4. Pin Setter 
5. Back Stop - take at least 3 steps behind the pins 
6. Ball Returner (Carries ball back to Bowler) on the second turn becomes the bowler 
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A. Rotation is in an anti-clockwise direction:  Bowler to Coach, Coach to Scorer – get 
the score, Scorer to Pin Setter, Pin Setter to Back Stop, Back Stop to Ball Returner 
and Ball Returner to Bowler.  
 

B. For larger classes:- Extra positions may be added example 2 pinsetters another  
ball returner etc. 
 

C. For smaller classes – Position No. 5 will also become the Ball Returner. 
 

 
 
 
 
Inclusive Tips: 
    To keep students on task who are not able to do the 

“Rotation” with their team (wheelchair or difficulties walking) provide a “keep the 
score” or officials position and move the student to bowl first in the team. 
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8.  BALANCE with Rotation 
 
AIM:  Students learn to bowl and change positions as a team during play. 
SETTING:  Undercover Games Area. 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 5 min. 
EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling balls and pins set up ready for use.  We will only 

use 4 pins per lane during skill lesson (the 1, 2, 3 & 5 pins). 
 
INSTRUCTION: 

x Students form teams - assign one team per lane (approx. 6 students per team). 

x Each bowler will get two releases (turns) from the balance position. 

x Score are determined by adding the number of pins knocked over in one full 
rotation by the team.  1 pin down = one point.  

x During skill teaching set 4 pins up each time – during game bowl strikes and 
spares 

A. Bowler assumes balance position at the foul line. 

B. Bowler takes 2 free swings and releases ball on second swing. 

C. After release, check balance by taking one extra swing.  

D. Students rotate until each 

E. Student has taken their turn. 

 

Inclusive Tips: 
x As in ‘Balance’ 
x As in ‘Rotation’ 
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9.  ONE STEP 
 
AIM: To learn the technique needed for final step of delivery. 
SETTING:  Undercover Games Area. 

 
TEACHING TIME: 6 min. 

EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling balls and pins set up and ready for use.  We will only 
use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 & 5 pins). 

INSTRUCTION: 
x The words used (in rhythm) are 'Back (ball is swung backwards) and (ball 

swings forward) B-o-o-owl (bowler moves forward as ball swings backward)'. 

Ball back /     ball forward / ball back (step forward as ball is going back) /  bowl 

 
x The One Step motion is taught without the ball first. 

 

 

A. Bowler starts with feet together, straight across at 
the toes. 

 
B. Knees flexed, and bowling arm relaxed at side. 

 
C. Non-bowling arm out to side and heel up.  (As arm 

goes out to side, pretend it is pulling a 'magic string' that 
raises the heel of the foot and the knee up). 

 
D. Bowler takes two swings - the first swing begins with 

a backward movement of the bowling arm. 
 

E. When the word ' Booowl' is said. Transfer is made to 
the balance position where the ball would be released. 

 
F. After release, check balance by taking one extra 

swing. 
Inclusive Tips: 

   Have student focus on “Release” skills with a partner.  
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10. ONE STEP with Rotation 
 
AIM: Students learn to bowl and change positions as they will as a team during 

play. 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 5 min. 
 
EQUIPMENT:  5 Lanes with bowling ball and pins set up and ready for use.  We will 

only use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 & 5 pins). 
 
INSTRUCTION:   
x Students form teams - assign one team per lane (approx. 6 students per lane). 
 
x Each bowler will get two releases from the one step position. 
 
x Score may be determined by adding up the number of pins knocked over in one 

full rotation by the team. 
 

A.  Bowler assumes one step position. 
 
B.  Using the words (in rhythm) 'Back-and-Go Boooowl', students takes two                      
      swings, transfers to balance position, and releases the ball. 
 
C.  After release , check balance by taking one extra swing. 
 

D. Students rotate until each student has taken their turn. 
 
Inclusive Tips: 

x As in Rotation” 
x As in “One Step” 
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11.  TEMPO STEPS 
 
AIM: To develop the consistent step pattern that will allow a smooth and 

 consistent delivery. 
 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area. 
 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 8 min. 
 
EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling ball and pins set up and ready for use.  We will 

only use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 &5 pins). 
 
INSTRUCTION: 
x Students put ‘opposite foot backward (RH – left foot back LH right foot back) 

with most of weight on forward foot and hands on hips. 
 

x The words used will be, "Long -short, short, and Balance". (and is a step) 
 

A.  Bowler should watch their feet. (this  ensures the first short short  steps 
are actually shorter than the first step and the same size) 

 
B.  All five steps will be in a rhythmic, shuffling style, with the first step large 

and the next two steps being the shortest. 
 
C.  By saying the words "Long, short, short,  and...balance" quietly to 

themselves, bowlers will quickly develop a smooth, rhythmic tempo. 
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Inclusive Tips: 

If applicable, have student in wheelchair assist as a “Trainee Coach” in identifying 
students requiring assistance or alternatively the students who do this drill well. 
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12.  ARM SWING 
AIM: To develop an arm swing that will allow the approach to be smooth in nature. 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area. 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 4 min. 
 
EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling ball and pins set up and ready for use.  We will only 

use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 & 5 pins). 
 
INSTRUCTION:   
x Students begin in staggered stance with most of the weight on forward leg. 
 
x In teaching the arm swing it is not necessary to use an actual ball. 
 
x Elbow of bowling arm pressed into the side - ensuring ball and shoulder alignment - 

imaginary ball held between waist and shoulders with both hands.   
 (Smaller children may have more success holding ball under the shoulder hanging down 
and rocking the ball upward so they do not feel the weight of the ball). 

 
A.  Words and movements are, "push out", "down", "swing", and "relax".              
     motion is smooth and natural, not controlled.] 
 
B.  Repeat movements and words to develop rhythm and timing. 

 
Inclusive Tips: 

If the ball is too heavy for the student with a disability, replace with a tennis ball (or 
similar) with a goal to increase strength and coordination over a period of time while 
playing the game. 
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13.  5-STEP DELIVERY without Ball 
 
AIM: To blend together the arm swing and step pattern for a five step delivery. 
  To assist bowler to push ball forward on second step during the 2 short 

tempo steps for great timing. 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area. 
 

 
 
TEACHING TIME: 8 min. 
 
EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling balls and pins set up and ready for use.  We will 

only use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 &5 pins). 
 
INSTRUCTION: 
x Students begin with opposite foot back, holding an imaginary ball with both 

hands near waist, in line with the bowling shoulder.  (smaller students should 
begin with ball under bowling shoulder, hanging down and push upward). 

 
A.  On the second step after the long step, the ball is moved strongly forward 

in a push-away motion, during which bowler should take the first two tempo-
steps (these are the short - short steps) 

 
B.  Continue with the remaining steps (getting naturally larger) as ball swings 

freely in a rhythmic, free-swing  pattern. 
 
C.  When finished with the five step delivery, remember to hold the  
      proper balance position after releasing the ball. 
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14.  5-STEP DELIVERY with Ball 
 
AIM: To blend all skills into a smooth, consistent delivery. 
SETTING: Undercover Games Area. 
 

 
 
TEACHING TIME:  At this point, teaching will involve ongoing reinforcement of this 

and previous lessons. 
 
EQUIPMENT:  5 lanes with bowling ball and pins set up and ready for use.  We will 

only use 4 pins per lane (the 1, 2, 3 &5 pins). 
 
INSTRUCTION: 
x Students will be in groups of 5 or 6, at their lanes 

x Student who is bowling should take a starting position approximately 5 steps 
back from the front edge of the lane.   (See supplementary page 38) 

A.  Bowler will begin with opposite foot ready to go, holding the ball with 
both hands in line with the shoulder. 

B.  Bowler will take a full approach and bowl. Moving ball forward strongly on  
the second step Each bowler gets two deliveries. 

C.  Team will make one complete rotation as a practice, and then begin  
      bowling and keeping score. 
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           STANCE 
 
x Feet slightly apart 
x Opposite (to bowling side) foot back with 

weight on forward foot 
x Slightly flex in the knees,  and slight 

forward bend at the waist 
x Ball position for most youths is waist-high 

aligned with shoulder 
(Small children hold the ball hanging 
down ready to rock the ball forward on 
the second step) 

x Wrist firm and straight 
x Feet, Hips and Shoulders at right angles to 

the intended target line 
x Eyes focused on target 

 STARTING POSITIONS- Point of Origin – place to start 

 
x To find the proper position for each bowler, 

stand about 15-20cm from the foul line with 
your back to the pins. 

 
x Stride away from the pins five brisk walking 

steps. 
 

x Turn around.  Face the pins.  This puts the 
student in a comfortable place to bowl 
when using a five step approach. 

 
x RH persons should stand slightly to the right 

of the centre of the approach and LH to the 
left of centre of the approach. 
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INSTRUCTOR'S CUE SHEET 

INSTRUCTION ACTIVITY ESSENTIAL LEARNING 
AREA 

1. PENDULUM SWING 
x ‘Push-relax’ motion 
x Listen to the words and 

follow when you see what 
I am doing 

Students do the ‘push-relax’ motion 
with teacher. A natural free swing will 
result 

 
 
 

2.  KNEEL DOWN DRILL 
x Hand position 
x Finger position 
x Follow through for accuracy 

Students in pairs - 10’ to 15’ apart 
A. Roll ball to partner from kneeling 

position using proper swing and 
release 

B.  Roll ball using proper follow through 
C.  Roll ball at pin 

 
 
 
 

3.  BALANCE 
x Stride (stagger) position with 

feet 
x ‘Crane’ position 
x Back toe on floor/chin above 

knee 

Form teams; (4, 5 or 6 on a team) 
Explain job responsibilities by 

position. 
Bowlers each get 2 releases at pins 

from their balance position; students 
rotate after each turn. 

 
 
 
 
 

4.  BALANCE “Plus” (1-Step) 
x Feet together 
x Bend knees 
x ‘Magic’ string for heel up 
x …Back and Boooowl.. 
x Hold balance for extra swing 

At lanes each student gets 2 releases 
at pins using the Balance ‘Plus’ (1-Step) 
technique 

Students hold balance after release. 
Students rotate after each turn. 

 
 
 
 

5.  PUSHAWAY/ARM SWING 
x Bowling arm in ready 

position; elbow touching 
side. 

x Watch, listen and follow 
x …Out, down, swing and 

relax.. 

Start arm motion slowly and 
gradually speed up to develop rhythm of 
free swing from starting position. 

Modify for smaller students; ball 
below waist; pushaway is like releasing a 
baby bird into the air. 

 
 
 
 
 

6.  TEMPO STEPS 
x Stride position 
x Weight forward; shuffle style 

step pattern 
x …Short, short, short, BOWL 

Students do several sets of ‘tempo 
steps’ to develop rhythm of a consistent 
approach. 

 
 
 

7.  FOUR STEP APPROACH 
x Stride start; weight forward. 
x Ball in ready position for first 

step 
x Ball and foot move together 
x Let swing and steps go 

together 
Release ball and hold 

balance 

Regular bowling-rotation-
scoring…and special events. Fitness 
bowling, Bingo bowing, Relay, Spelling 
Bee etc. 
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LESSON PLAN OUTLINE 
 
Following is a suggested lesson plan for you to follow.  It allows the skills to be taught in a 

natural, sequential order.  The time spent on each activity will, of course, vary according to the age 
and skill development of the students.   

 
The lesson plan outline is devised for P.E. classes lasting for approximately 30 minutes for 

primary school grade levels 3 – 7.  The Syllabus Outcomes are referenced to the Strand - 
DEVELOPING CONCEPTS & SKILLS FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.  Please refer to the Tenpin Bowling 
resources attached to this manual for easy reference. 

 
Lesson 1 

Activity Page Reference Syllabus Outcome 
Introduce Tenpin Bowling Unit 13 1.4 
Outline Safety and Care of equipment 6 – 11 1.4 
How to Hold the Ball 14 1.1 
Pendulum Swing 15 1.1 
Brief Overview of Balance 20 1.1 
Demonstration of balance  1.2 
Group Organisation & Rotation in 

groups of 5/6  
21 1.2 

Children bowl at 4 pins in a diamond 
shape 

22 1.3 

Let children do the sport “badly-well”.  
Children will evaluate their own ability 

  

Team based scoring.  1 pin = 1 point.  All 
bowlers have 2 deliveries for their 1 turn in 
which 4 pins will always be the target 

 1.3 

 
Lesson 2 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review Previous lesson – care of 
equipment, how to hold the ball 

6-11, 14         1.1 

Pendulum swing 15 1.1 
Release drill 16, 17 2.1 
Follow through 18 2.1 
Explanation of how Tenpin Bowling is a 

target sport  
Syllabus 

Outcomes 
2.2 

Accuracy 19 2.2 
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Lesson 3. 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review previous lesson – release & 
follow through 

16, 18 2.1 

Balance 20 2.1 
Place children into teams of 5 or 6   
Review rotation 21  
Balance with Rotation 22 2.2 
Commence with 4 pins as previously in 

Lesson 1.  Competition among all teams 
  

Second round with 4 pins focusing on 
bettering previous team score.   

Progression Tip: Team scores should be 
based on the number of children in each 
group (ie 5 children = team score of 34 and 
above) 

Progression Tip: All children must be 
able to demonstrate balance and correct 
release and follow through 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2.3 

Explain the concept of strikes & spares 57-59 4.2 
Children then bowl at 10 pins.  Children 

still have 2 deliveries for their 1 turn.  It is 
possible for children to bowl 2 strikes for 
their 1 turn 

  
 

2.2 

Competition among all teams   2.3 
Second round of competition focusing 

on bettering previous team score 
 2.3 

Ask children at end of lesson who 
continually answers the phone and has 
straight swing 

 2.4 
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Lesson 4  

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review previous lesson – balance, 
pendulum swing, release and follow 
through 

15-20 2.1 

Children into groups   
Start off with 10 pins    
Outline the pin numbers 56  
Explain the concept of targeting the 

pocket area to improve the possibility of 
bowling strikes. 

57-58 4.2 

Explain concept of cross lane sparing to 
improve conversion of spares which 
increases scores 

59 4.2 

Another rotation with 10 pins focusing 
on pocket targeting and cross lane sparing 

 2.2 

Bingo Bowling 63 2.2 
Bowling Relay 62 2.2 
 

Lesson 5  

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review previous lesson – balance, 
pendulum swing, release and follow 
through 

15-20 2.1 

Children into groups   
2 x Games of Bowling Relay 62 2.2 
Explain how to score as undertaken in 

the bowling centre 
51-52 3.2 

Children given some scoring exercises to 
ensure they understand the scoring system 
of tenpin 

51-52 3.2 

Each lane given a scoring sheet in which 
all children will have a turn scoring for the 
corresponding bowler. 

53-54  

Children participate in as many frames 
as possible 

 2.2 

Keep score sheets to continue next 
lesson 
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Lesson 6 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review previous lesson – scoring 51-52 3.2 
Children into same groups   
Hand out score sheets from previous 

week and continue on until all bowlers 
have completed 5 – 6 frames 

  

Go around the groups and reward the 
highest scores 

  

One Step Drill 23 3.1 
Demonstration of One Step drill   
One Step with Rotation - Start off with 4 

pins and same scoring procedure as 
previously undertaken 

24 3.2 

 

Lesson 7 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review previous lesson – One Step Drill 23 3.1 
Start off with 4 pins and same scoring 

procedure as previously undertaken 
Progression Tip: Children demonstrate 

balance once ball is released. Timing of 
opposite foot reaching foul line and release 
of ball. 

Progression Tip: Scoring averages of 
teams  

  
 

3.2 
 

Move onto 10 pin configuration   
Review pin numbers 56  
Field Trips undertaken at local Bowling 

Centre to demonstrate new skills within the 
Sporting environment 

76-77 2.4 
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Lesson 8 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review previous lesson – One Step, 
Pocket Targeting and cross lane sparing 

14-23, 59 3.1 

Children into groups   
Start off with 10 pins    
Explain the need to focus on balance 

and timing 
 3.1 

One Step Rotation: Team scoring based 
on 1 pin = 1 point system 

24 3.2 

Another rotation with 10 pins focusing 
on pocket targeting and cross lane sparing 

  

Bowling Relay 62 2.2 
 

 

Lesson 9  

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Children into groups   
2 x Games of Bowling Relay (alternative 

activity) 
61-66 3.2 

1 x Bowling Bingo (alternative activity) 61-66 3.2 
Review of scoring systems 51-52 3.2 
Each lane given a scoring sheet in which 

all children will have a turn scoring for the 
corresponding bowler. 

53-54 3.1 

Children to complete 10 frames   
Keep score sheets to continue next 

lesson 
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Lesson 10 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Children into same groups   
Hand out score sheets from previous 

week and continue on until all bowlers 
have completed 10 frames 

  

Reward the team with the highest total 
pinfall over the 2 games 

 3.4 

The top individual score from each lane 
will compete in a roll off.  Remaining team 
members will delegate roles of coach, 
scoring, pin setter and ball returner. 

  
3.2 

Explain etiquette expected by Tenpin 
Bowling competitors 

76 3.4 

The Roll Off will last for 6 frames with 
the 6th frame scored as a 10th frame 

  

Focus on strategy and handling pressure  4.2 
Field Trips undertaken at local Bowling 

Centre to demonstrate new skills within the 
Sporting environment 

76-77 2.4 

Distribution of information about 
upcoming events and sport leagues at local 
bowling centre 

 3.4 

 
Lesson 11. 
  
Activity Page 

Reference 
Syllabus Outcome 

Tempo Steps 25 3.1 
Arm Swing 26 3.1 
5 Step delivery without Ball 27 3.1 
5 Step delivery with ball 28-30 3.1 
5 Step delivery Rotation: Team scoring 

based on 1 pin = 1 point system 
 3.2 

Commence with 4 pins configuration   
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Lesson 12 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review previous lesson – Arm swing, 
tempo steps & 4 step delivery 

24-30 3.1 

Children into groups and rotational set 
up 

  

Start off with 4 pins for 2-3 rounds  3.2 
Explain the need to focus on set up, 

straight swing, balance, timing, release and 
follow through 

  
3.1 

5 step delivery team scoring based on 1 
pin = 1 point system 

  

Review pin numbers, pocket shooting 
and cross lane sparing 

56-59 4.2 

Set up 10 pins and base scoring on 1 pin 
= 1 point and all bowlers receive 2 bowls 
for their one turn 

  
3.2 

 

Lesson 13 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Children into groups and rotational 
positions 

  

Start off with 10 pins and scoring based 
on 1 pin = 1 point 

  

Introduce alternative activities (eg 
Bowling Relay) 

61-66 4.3 

Explain Tenpin Bowling terminology 78 2.4 
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Lesson 14 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Children into groups and rotational 
positions 

  

Basic warm up activity – Bowling Relay 
or 10 pins 

 3.2 

Review Scoring systems as undertaken 
in the bowling centre 

51-52 3.2 

Rules & Regulations in Tenpin Bowling 67-75 3.2 
Each lane given a scoring sheet in which 

all children will have a turn scoring for the 
corresponding bowler. 

53-54  

Children to complete 20 frames (2 
games) 

 

 4.2 

Keep score sheets to continue next 
lesson 

  

The top individual score from each lane 
will compete in a roll off.  Remaining team 
members will delegate roles of coach, 
scoring, pin setter and ball returner. 

 4.2 

Explain etiquette expected by Tenpin 
Bowling competitors 

76 4.4 

The Roll Off will last for 6 frames with 
the 6th frame scored as a 10th frame 

  

Focus on strategy and pressure  4.2 

Lesson 15 

Activity Page 
Reference 

Syllabus Outcome 

Review – 5 step delivery 25-30 4.1 
Re commence 2 game tournament  3.2, 4.2 
Reward the team with the highest total 

pinfall over the 2 games 
  

The top 2 individual scores from each 
lane will compete in a roll off.  Remaining 
team members will delegate roles of coach, 
scoring, pin setter and ball returner. 

  
 

4.1 

The Roll Off will last for 10 frames (1 
game)  

 3.2, 4.2, 4.4 
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Focus on strategy and pressure  4.1 
Reward team with highest pinfall – 

combine the 2 bowlers scores 
  

Reward the highest individual score   
Hero program where State level 

athletes visit children 
 4.4 
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IMPLEMENTATION FOR GRADES 1 - 2 
The breakdown of skills delivered to 5 – 7 year olds will differ from the delivery for older children.  TBAQ 
have developed a simple and effective way to teach young children the skills of Tenpin Bowling. 

 
Please use the following as a guide to teach the skills of Tenpin Bowling in a fun and structured method 
RHYTHMIC TECHNIQUE TEACHING FOR USE AT SCHOOL  

x Written by Gail Torrens for TBAQ. 
 

THE TENPIN SONG:  Suitable for children 5 – 8 years 
x Instructor prompts children to sing along - all lines are repeated twice until the ‘answer the phone’ 

point in the final stage. 
x Instructor repeats song at intervals monitoring the progress of the children to copy the 

movements. 
x When the phrase SHAKE IT ALL OFF is sung, the children are told to go like “jelly ” and shake 

and fall to the ground.  The song is then rebuilt to provide enough repetition for the children to 
become familiar with the basic positions of Tenpin Bowling. 

x The children learn the “stagger position” of stance, the deep bent knee delivery position, the 
pendulum swing through the rhythm of swing and also the follow through action demonstrated by 
all high skilled bowlers.  

x Prior to starting show the children the correct fingers that go into the ball (make rabbit ears with 
the outside fingers).  Show the children that the ‘rabbit ears’ should always remain behind the ball 
while swinging the ball. 
 
THE SONG: 
** 
WRITING HAND IN THE AIR 
WRITING HAND IN THE AIR 
HIT THAT LEG 
HIT THAT LEG 
THAT LEG BACK 
THAT LEG BACK 
(soften your voice to draw the children “in”) 
BEND YOUR KNEES 
BEND YOUR KNEES 
LEAN FORWARD 
LEAN FORWARD 
(normal voice) 
SWING THAT ARM 
SWING THAT ARM 
SHAKE IT ALL OFF 
(Repeat ** to ** telling children you are going to add to the song each time) 
BALANCE ARM OUT 
BALANCE ARM OUT 
SWING  
SWING 
ANSWER THE PHONE 
ANSWER THE PHONE 
SWING  
SWING 
SHAKE IT ALL OFF 
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After Completion of the Song 

1. Take the children to the bowling lane and talk through the song while 
demonstrating the checkpoints detailed in the song. 

x Children should be able to repeat all the lines from the song.   
 

2. Start children off with the 4 pins set up in a diamond shape AT THE ARROWS – 
NICE AND CLOSE. As skill builds move the pins further back. 

   

3. Show the children how to build the shape up each time the pins are knocked over.   
 
 
Positions Around the Mat: 

x Grades 1 – 2 children will also engage in a rotation procedure to enable a fair go and 
keep children on task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roles of Positions 

1. Bowler 
2. Coach – assists children with retention of song. 
3. Scorer – count how many pins the bowler knocks over 
4. Pin setter – places pins back up in diamond shape  
5. Ball Returner – Carries the ball back to the bowler 

 
Once the bowler completes their turn the rotation takes place as indicated by the arrows 

in the above diagram. 

5 

4 

3 2 

1 
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Lesson Plan Outline for Grades 1- 2 
Lesson 1 

x Overview care of equipment 
x Bunny Rabbit ears 
x Undertake song 5 times  
x Teacher to demonstrate applications from song with the children repeating the song and 

correcting any mistakes  
x Children learn rotation procedures 
x Children have a go at bowling at 4 pins at arrows distance or on “Bowling Centre” 

signage. 
x Children develop confidence to handle weight of ball 

 
Lesson 2 

x Undertake song 3-5 times as retention of memory 
x Demonstrate again to children.  Make errors to see if children pick up on errors 
x Demonstration of rotation 
x Children have a go at 4 pins which can be located at either Arrows or  “Bowling Centre” 

signage or ultimately on the pin spots. 
 
Lesson 3 

x Focus on balance elements to improve current results.  Adopt key phrases from page 17. 
x Demonstration of rotation 
x Explain concepts of strikes and spares 
x Have children aiming for arrows if limited amount of pins are falling 
x Increase from 4 pins to 10 pins 
x Individual scoring 

 
Lesson 4  

x Place the children into groups 
x Have the children bowl for strikes and spares 
x Implement a team competition where the highest pinfall will win.  Children may need pad.  

Keep scoring easy 1 pin = 1 point. 
 
Lesson 5  

x Have the children bowl for strikes and spares 
x Can implement a game of “Bingo Bowling” 
x Implement a team competition where the highest pinfall will win.  Children may need pad.  

Keep scoring easy 1 pin = 1 point. 
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Notes: 
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SCORING 
 

IN 
 

TENPIN BOWLING 
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HOW TO SCORE 

 

 
 
    

 
 

A game consists of 10 frames.  In each frame you have two balls to roll, 
if needed to knock down all the pins.  The tenth frame is a little 
different when it’s possible to roll a total of three balls. 

On the scoresheet the small boxes in the corner of each frame are 
used to record the pinfall for that frame.  The rest of the space indicates 
the running total.  This figure is simply the addition of the score made in 
frame 2 to the score in frame 1. 

 
  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

If you knock down all the pins with your first ball, it’s a strike, mark 
an X in the first box.  A strike scores 10 points plus a BONUS of all the 
pins knocked down with the next two balls. 

 
 
 
If you knock down all the pins with both deliveries in one frame, 

it’s a spare. Mark a / in the second box.  The number of pins you 
knock down on your first ball is recorded in the first box.  With a 
spare, you get 10 pins for the frame plus a BONUS of the pinfall you 
get on your next ball. 

 
If you leave pins standing after your first delivery and then do not 

knock any all the remaining pins with the second ball, it’s a open.  If 
you miss all the pins on your second ball that remains standing, mark 
a – in the second box.  If you knock down some of them on your 
second ball, enter that number in the second box. 

 
When the pins left standing are far apart and the pin ahead or in 

between them is down you have a split.  Mark it in the first box with a 
0 around the number of pins the first ball knocked down.  If you do 
not knock down all the remaining pins on your second ball, record the 
number you do hit in the second box. 

 
A foul is charged when the bowler crosses the foul line or when 

he/she touches any part of the lane’s surface.  It is marked in the box 
as an F and no pins are awarded for that delivery.  If this is on the first 
ball, all the pins should be reset.  If it occurs on the second delivery, 
no pins will be allowed for that second delivery and the F would be 
placed in the second box. 

 

  

 

7  

 

5 - 

 

8 1 
 

F 7 
 

3 

7 
4 
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HOW TO SCORE A GAME OF TENPIN 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FRAME 1 

You add together the score that you bowl which is 4 + 2 = 6. The 
score 6 goes in the bottom of the box  

 
 
FRAME 2 

You add together the score that you just bowled 8 + 1 = 9 then 
you add that score to your 1st score      6 + 9 = 15  

 
 
FRAME 3 

Add together the score that you just bowled F which refers to a 
Foul a foul equals 0.   0 + 6 = 6 then you add that score to your total 
score    

15 + 6  = 21 
 

 
FRAME 4 

Add together the score that you just bowled 8 + 0 = 8 then add 
that score to your total score        21 + 8 = 29 

 
 
FRAME 5 

This score is what is called a spare; a spare is counted as 10 pins 
plus your next first go which is 6.   29 + 10 for the spare + 6 = 45 

 
 
FRAME 6  

Add together the score that you just bowled 6 + 2 = 8 then add 
that score to your total score      45 + 8 = 53  

 
 
FRAME 7 

Add together the score that you just bowled 0 + 9 = 9 then add 
that score to your total score       53 + 9 =62 

 
 
FRAME 8 

This score is what is called a strike, a strike is counted as 10 points 
plus a BONUS of all the pins knocked down with the next two balls, 
which is a spare 10 pins.     62 + 10 strike + 10 spare = 82 

 
 
FRAME 9 

Your 9th frame you bowled a spare 10pins so you add you next first 
go to your spare    

10 + 4 = 14 then add that score to your total score  82 + 10 + 4 = 
96 

 
 
FRAME 10 

Add together the score that you just bowled 4 + 1 = 5 then add 
that score to you total score     96 + 5 = 101.   

      
101 is your score for that game. 

 

 
 

6 5 4 3 2 1 10 9 8 7 

F 
    

21 

 8 
    
15    

15   

4 
 
6 

- 
        

62 

6 
 
53 

7 
 
45 

 8 
     

 29 

    
        
 101 

9    
    

96 

 
 

 82 

 2 9    1 4 - 6 1 2  
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SCORING PROBLEMS/ANSWERS 

 

/ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MAKE UP YOUR OWN PROBLEM – Challenge a Friend  

 
 
 
 

SOLUTIONS 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

6 FRAME SCORE SHEET 

1 5 4 

4 

2 9 8 7 6 10 

8                 5      7         3        9        4       6                 7      2 1 2 3  6 1 5  7 4  

10 9 8 7 6 5 3 2 1 

         

3 

8         7        8         5        7         6                 4         7         2 4   1  1 2  3 2 

6 5 4 3 2 1 10 9 8 7 

                                                                                                     

6 5 4 3 2 1 10 9 8 7 

F 
    

21 

 8 
     

15 

4 
      

6 

0 
   

62 

6 
   

53 

7  
   

45   

 8 
    

29  

    
         89 

 9 
   

84 
     

5 
   

70  

 2 9 3  1 4 -  
6 

 
1 

2 

8   
   

9 

    
    

45 

 5 
   

27 

7   
   

18  

3  
   

82  

9 
   

73   

4  
   

60 

6   
   

53  

        
          105 

7  
   

90 

2 1 2 3  6 1 5  7 4  

   
    

17 

8 
    

42   

7 
   

60   

8  
   

69   

5  
   

76  

7  
   

92   

6 
  

100   

         
          124 

4 
    

24  

 7 
    

33  

 2 4   1  1 2  3 2 

6 5 4 3 2 1 10 9 8 7 

F 
     

 8 
      

4  0 
    

6 
    

7  
    

 8 
     

    
          

 9 
    
     

5 
    

 2 9 3  1 4 - 6 1 2 
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NAME 1 2  3  4 5 6

 
 

NAME 1 2  3  4 5 6

 
 

NAME 1 2  3  4 5 6

 
 

NAME 1 2  3  4 5 6

 
 

NAME 1 2  3  4 5 6

    
NAME 1 2  3  4 5 6

 
 

NAME 1 2  3  4 5 6
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10 FRAME SCORE SHEET 

 
NAME       1 2  3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 
 
 
 

NAME       1 2  3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 
 
 

NAME       1 2  3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 
 
 

NAME       1 2  3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 
 
 

NAME       1 2  3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 
 

 
NAME       1 2  3  4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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TIPS TO 

 
IMPROVE 

 
SCORES 
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PIN  NUMBERS 
 

7 8 9 10

1

2 3

4 5 6
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Strike Concepts 
 
To gain a strike it is best for the ball to hit the Headpin (pin number 1) at a 

slight angle – causing the pins to fall and connect with other pins. 
The ball technically will only contact 4 pins in any given strike.  The pins fall 

and rotate on the pin deck to take all remaining 6 pins.  
 
RIGHT HAND BOWLER 
 
A right hand bowler should be aiming for the 1 and 3 PINS in order to bowl a STRIKE 

 
 

LEFT HAND BOWLER 
 
A left hand bowler should be aiming for the 1 and 2 PINS in order to bowl a STRIKE 

 
 

SPLIT 
 

When either a left or right hand bowler hits the Head Pin in the middle this may cause pins to 
fall directly backwards resulting in a split (4,6 and 7,10 Pins) 
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CROSSLANE BOWLING FOR SPARES 
(Key pin is pin in front) 

 

To teach the cross-lane bowling technique for spares, set up the 7 and 10 pins. 
x To hit the 10 pin, the right handed bowler moves to the extreme left of the approach, and rolls 

the ball at an angle through the centre arrow on the lane.  
x To hit the 10 pin the left handed bowler moves his starting position to the left and bowls at an 

angle through the third arrow from the left side edge of the lane. 
 

A. Find the correct distance back from the foul line.  
B. Square your hips and body with the foul line.  
C. Put ball and shoulder in line - Now pivot your body towards your target. (be careful 

not to over pivot). If you are not successful pivot more or less depending on the 
direction of the error.  

D. Success is also dependent on maintaining a perfectly straight swing. 
 

x To hit the 7 pin, the right handed bowler moves to the right of the approach and rolls the ball at 
an angle over the third arrow from the right side edge of the lane. 
 

x To hit the 7 pin, the left handed bowler moves to the left of the approach and rolls the ball at an 
angle over the centre arrow. 
 

x Success is also dependent on maintaining a perfectly straight swing. 
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Notes: 
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TENPIN BOWLING 
 

ACTIVITIES 
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SPEED BOWLING 

 
This activity is designed to give students a 'workout" while still having fun, and 

working in a co-operative environment. Choose 4, 6 or 10 pins to bowl at in play. 
 
1. You may have 3 or more bowlers at each lane.  

     (Bowler, Pinsetter, backstop & ball returner if using the minimum number) 
 
2. Set a time limit of 5 to 7 minutes for 'speed' bowling. 
 
3. Each bowler gets two deliveries of the ball when it is their turn. 
 
4. All bowlers are directed to use the same number of steps (4-steps. 1-step, or 

from the  balance position). 
 
5. ALL PINS are reset after each delivery – progressive total of pin count is 

recorded after each delivery. If you knock over all pins on the first delivery you 
are allowed a second delivery. 

 
6. The ball returner must sprint back to the bowler and hand the ball over for the 

next delivery.  The bowler may not begin the approach until the ball returner is 
back by the pins and has touched the pins. 

 
7. After returning the ball and touching the pins, the next bowler may resume 

scoring for the team. 
 
8. When the bowler has taken two deliveries, the team rotates to their new 

positions for the next frame.  They will move quickly, if the pins are setup 
quickly and the ball is returned speedily to the next bowler. 

 
9. Speed bowling Team Champion will be the team that knock down the most pins 

in the allotted time. 
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SPELLING 'BEE' BOWLING 

 
Spelling 'Bee' Bowling is a fun way to incorporate spelling into your bowling lesson. 

Use bowling vocabulary, names of muscles and bones, spelling words from classroom, 
etc. 

 
MATERIALS: Five sets of cards with letters of the alphabet...plus 3 extra of each 

commonly used letter; five sets of bowling equipment. 
 
EXAMPLE: Using the word QUADRICEPS  

• each lane has cards with the letters  
• for every strike the team may lay down two letters in the word 
• for every spare the team may lay down one letter in the word 
• no scoring is necessary 
• the first team to spell the word wins that round 
• a great way to teach spelling, spares and strikes! 

 
 

BOWLING RELAY 

 
Firstly teach the students the correct pin numbers outlined on the following page. 
 
Class begins with lanes set up with only the number 1 pin standing. 
 
The first bowler receives one delivery to knock over the number 1 pin. If that 

delivery is successful...students rotate and the next bowler gets a chance to knock 
over the number 1 pin AND the number 2 pin. If that delivery is successful...students 
rotate and the next bowler gets a chance to knock over the number 1 pin and the 
number 2 pin AND the number 3 pin. 

 
If, on a delivery, the student misses the pins standing...the team rotates and the 

next bowler must try to knock down the same combination of pins. 
 
This continues until all ten pins are set up and knocked over. The first team to 

complete this is declared the TEAM RELAY PROS for the day. 
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BINGO” BOWLING 
RULES:        
1. Bowler rolls first and second ball.  Ball #1 knocks down 6 pins: Ball #2 knocks 

down 2 pins 
 

2. Bowler may mark off one number so if the bowler had ‘6’for their first go and ‘2’ 
on their second go they can mark off either ‘6’ or ‘2’: or add together for an ‘8’ 
you must cross of one number only.  

 

3. To score a ‘0’, bowler must roll ball on lane and miss all remaining pins.  Any ball 
rolled off the lane cancels any and ALL pins for that frame 

 

NAME: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

7 9 10 0 
1 5 2 8 
4 10  10 
0 3 6 8 
6 10 9 5 

7 9 10 0 
1 5 2 8 
4 10  10 
0 3 6 8 
6 10 9 5 
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 SPARE MASTER 

 
This is a fun way for students to develop spare shooting accuracy and reinforce bowling skills. 
 
EQUIPMENT: Playing cards (10) for each lane…cards: 1(ace) - 10 plus the Jack and  

   King. The only card not used will be Queen.  
 
HOW TO PLAY: Bowler picks two cards from the playing deck. 
   The cards drawn determine the pins that are set up for the spare. 
   **EXAMPLE: If a 5 and a 2 were drawn, the 5 pin and the 2 pin would  

   be set up as the spare to bowl for. 
   The bowler gets two deliveries to convert the spare. 
 
SCORING:  ** If the bowler knocks down the spare on first delivery = 3 points 
   ** If the bowler knocks down the spare on two deliveries = 2 points 
   ** If the bowler does not knock down the spare in two deliveries = one  

   point for any pins knocked over. 
 
BONUS:   If a bowler draws the KING as one of the cards, this is a BONUS. 
   ** The bowler can choose the pin that goes up as the second pin in the  

   spare. 
 
STRATEGY:  The bowler would choose a pin as close as possible to the other pin  

   drawn. 
 
TROUBLE:   If a bowler draws the JACK as one of the cards, this results in a   

   PENALTY. The bowler must pick two more cards and will now   
  have a three pin spare to bowl for. 

 
SCORING:  A running total each frame will determine final score for Team or   

   Individual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

2 

 
 
 
 
 

3 

 
 
 
 

 

6 

 

2 
 

 

1 
 

 

3 
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WORDSEARCH 

Name: _______________________________  Date: _________________________ 
 
 

 
WORD SEARCH GLOSSARY 
Approach Turkey  Foul  Lane 
Release Strike   Open  Arrows 
Balance Timing  Brooklyn Double   
Pocket  Spare  Pins  Frame 
Tap  Split  Fun  Mark 

 
 
 

 

 

 

K L B T A P Z F K R S N A 

L P R M T U I O S A P C P 

B A L A N C E U M Q L E P 

T R B R O O K L Y N I F R 

U R L K S P V G I R T Q O 

R O F B D O U B L E D K A 

K W R F M C F R S L N R C 

E S A U G K M L T E U I H 

Y T M N J E S A R A H O M 

K K E S Z T D N I S Z P R 

C P I N S R C E K E N E K 

S P A R E J B K E A O N T 

O E X L T I M I N G E T M 
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BATTLE OF THE LEGENDS 

 

 

 
This game could be used when you have 10 minutes to spare at the end of class. 

x Have each team select the best “technique bowler” once all skills are mastered.  This selection 
could be the highest pinfall among the students on each lane.  The nominated “legend” from 
each team will (one at a time) bowl 1 ball at 10 pins.   

 
x The teacher will describe that sometimes “pressure” does strange things to persons with 

normally excellent technique causing them to miss or “pull” the ball away from target.   
 

x All teams are allowed to barrack and cheer for their favourite player providing more pressure 
and enjoyment.   
 

x The highest pinfall is the “legend” of the day.  Ties are re-bowled until they are broken. 
 

x Acknowledge 1st 2nd and 3rd placed “legends” 
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Notes: 
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GOING 
  

TO THE 
  

BOWLING CENTRE 
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RULES 
 

x Rules are explained in great detail in the Tenpin Bowling Australia Ltd (TBA) Rule Book.....available 
online on the TBA website (www.tenpin.org.au). 

x The most vital rules are stay behind the foul line (the black line) after your delivery and....HAVE 
FUN! 

GENERAL PLAYING RULES 
 
RULE 101    SCORING THE GAME  
a. A game of Australian tenpins will consist of ten frames. Each player will bowl two balls in each 

of the first nine frames except when he will make a strike. A player who scores a strike or 
spare in the tenth frame will deliver three balls.  

b. A ball is legally delivered when it leaves the bowler's possession and crosses the foul line into 
playing territory. A bowling ball must be delivered entirely by manual means and will not 
incorporate any device either in the ball or affixed to it which detaches at time of delivery or is 
a moving part in the ball during delivery except that any person who has had his hand or 
major portion thereof amputated may use special equipment to aid in grasping and delivering 
the ball providing the special equipment is in lieu of the amputee's hand.  

c. Where an artificial or medical aid is necessary for grasping and delivering the ball because of 
any other disability of the hand or arm, permission to use the aid in accredited competition 
may be granted by TBA under the following conditions:  

1. The aid does not incorporate a mechanical device with moving parts 
which would impart a force impetus to the ball.  

2. A description or drawing and model of aid is furnished to TBA.  
3. A doctor's certificate describing the disability together with his 

recommendation that the aid should be used is furnished to TBA.  
4. If permission is not granted, the claimant will have the right of appeal to 

the TBA Rules and Ethics Committee. Should permission be granted 
for the use of an artificial or medical aid, a special identification card 
(not a TBA membership card) will be issued to the applicant indicating 
that the aid may be used in accredited competition providing the bowler 
has a current membership card and the use of the aid is specifically 
authorised by the league or tournament management.  

5. Permission to use the device may be withdrawn for cause.  

RULE 102      STRIKE  
A strike is recorded when the player completes a legal delivery and bowls down the full setup 

often pins on the first ball. It is designated by an (x) in the small square in the upper right-hand comer 
of the frame in which the complete set often pins is bowled down with the first ball. The count in each 
frame where a strike is bowled will be left open until the player has completed two more deliveries. 
The maximum count on one strike when followed by a spare is 20.  

 
RULE 103     DOUBLE  

When a player bowls two strikes in succession legally delivered, he will have scored a double. 
The count in the frame where the first strike was bowled will be left open until the player has 
completed his next delivery. When all pins are down twice in succession the count for the first strike 
is 20 plus the number of pins knocked down with the first ball of the third frame following. The 
maximum count on a double figuring a nine pin count on the first ball following the second strike is 
29.  
 

 
 

RULE 104     TRIPLE OR TURKEY  
In scoring three successive strikes, the player will be credited with 30 pins in the frame in which 
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the first strike was bowled. Thus, in a game of ten full frames, a player must bowl 12 strikes in 
succession in order to bowl a game of 300.  

 
RULE 105     SPARE  

Any player who bowls down the remaining pins with a legally delivered second ball in any frame 
has scored a spare. A spare is designated by a (I) in the small square in the upper right-hand comer 
of the frame in which it is made. The number of pins knocked down after the first delivery before the 
player bowls for the spare should be marked by a small figure in the upper left comer of the frame. 
The count in such frame proper is left open until the player has bowled his first ball in the next frame 
following, when the number of pins knocked down by the first ball will be added to the ten pins 
represented by his spare, and the total will be credited therein. When a spare is scored in the tenth 
frame, a third ball will be bowled in that frame.  

 
RULE 106     ERROR  

A player will have made an error when he fails to bowl down all ten pins after having completed 
two deliveries in a given frame provided the pins left standing after the first ball is bowled do not 
constitute a split. The number of pins knocked down after the first delivery, before the player bowls at 
the remaining pins, should be marked in the upper left comer of the frame. The number of pins 
knocked down with the second delivery should be marked in the upper right comer of the frame. The 
count in every frame where an error is committed will be recorded immediately following the player's 
second delivery.  

 
RULE 107      SPLIT ,  
A split will be a setup of pins remaining standing after the first ball has legally been delivered 

provided the head-pin is down, and:  
1. At least one pin is down between two or more pins which remain standing, as for example, 7-

9 or 3-10;  
2. At least one pin is down immediately ahead of two or more pins which remain standing, as for 

example, 5-6.  
3. A split may be designated by a bracket around the number of pins bowled over with the first 

ball. Eg (8).  
 
RULE 108     PINFALL -LEGAL  
Every ball delivered by the player will count, unless declared a dead ball. Pins must then be re-

spotted after the cause for declaring such dead ball has been removed.  
1. Pins which are knocked down by another pin or pins rebounding in play from the side 

partition, rear  
2. Cushion or   sweep bar when it is at rest on the pin deck prior to sweeping dead wood are 

counted as pins down.  
3. If when rolling at a full setup or in order to make a spare it is discovered immediately after the 

ball has been delivered that one or more pins are improperly set, although not missing, the 
ball and resulting pinfall will be counted. It is each player's responsibility to determine if the 
setup is correct. He will insist that any pins incorrectly set be re-spotted before delivering his 
ball, otherwise he implies that the setup is satisfactory. No change in the positions of any pins 
which are left standing can be made after a previous delivery in order to make a spare, unless 
the pin setter has moved or misplaced any pin after the previous delivery and prior to the 
bowling of the next ball.  

4. Pins which are knocked down by a fair ball and remain lying on the lane or in the gutters, or 
which lean so as to touch kickbacks or side partitions, are termed dead wood and counted as 
pins down and must be removed before the next ball is bowled.  

RULE 109     PINFALL -ILLEGAL  
When any of the following incidents occur the ball counts as a ball rolled, but pins knocked down 

will not count:  
1. When pins are knocked down or displaced by a ball which leaves the lane before reaching 

the pins.  
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2. When a ball rebounds from the rear cushion.  
3. When pins come in contact with the body, arms or legs of a pin setter and rebound.  
4. A standing pin which falls upon removing dead wood or which is knocked down by a human 

pin setter or touched by mechanical pin setting equipment will not count and must be 
replaced on the pin spot inscribed on the pin deck where it originally stood before delivery of 
the ball.  

5. Pins which are bowled off the lane, rebound and remain standing on the lane must be 
counted as pins standing.  

6. If in delivering the ball a foul is committed, any pins knocked down by such delivery will not be 
counted.  

RULE 110     DEAD BALL  
A ball will be declared dead if any of the following occur, in which case such ball will not count. 

The pins must be re- spotted after the cause for declaring such dead ball has been removed and 
player will be required to re-bowl:  

a) If after the player delivers his ball and attention is immediately called to the fact that one or 
more pins were missing from the setup.  

b) (b) When a human pin setter removes or interferes with any pin or pins before they stop 
rolling or before the ball reaches the pins.  

c) When a player bowls on the wrong lane or out of turn.  
d) When a player is interfered with by a pin setter, another bowler, spectator, or moving object 

as the ball is being delivered and before the delivery is completed. The player must then and 
there accept the resulting pinfall or demand that pins be re spotted.  

e) When any pins at which he is bowling are moved or knocked down in any manner, as the 
player is delivering the ball and before the ball reaches the pins-  

f) When a player's ball comes in contact with any foreign obstacle, including Bumper Rails. 
(except in Bumper Leagues).  

RULE 111     NO PINS MAY BE CONCEDED  
No pins may be conceded and only those actually knocked down or moved entirely off the playing 

surface of the lane as a result of the legal delivery of the ball by the player may be counted. Every 
frame must be completed at the time the player is bowling in his regular order.  

 
RULE 112     REPLACEMENT OF PINS  
Should a pin be broken or otherwise badly damaged during the game, it will be replaced 

at once by another as nearly uniform in weight and condition as possible with the set in use. 
The league or tournament officials in conjunction with Centre Management will determine the 
replacement of such pins.  

A broken pin does not change the score made by a bowler. The number of pins knocked 
down are counted, after which the broken pin is replaced.  

RULE 113     BOWLING ON WRONG LANE  
When only one player or the lead-off men on both teams bowl on the wrong lane and the error is 

discovered before another player has bowled, a dead ball will be declared and the player(s) required 
to re-bowl on the correct lane(s). When more than one player on the same team has bowled on the 
wrong lane, the game will be completed without l adjustment and the next game will be started on the 
correctly scheduled lane.  

In singles match play competition, where a player normally bowls two frames each time it is his 
turn to bowl, and a player bowls on the wrong lane for these two frames, dead ball will be declared 
and the player required to re-bowl both frames on the correct lanes providing the error is discovered 
prior to the time the opposing player has made a legal delivery. If the error is not discovered until the 
opposing player has bowled. the score will count and the player will be required to bowl his 
subsequent frames on the correct lanes.  
 
RULE 114     BALLS- PRlVATE OWNERSHIP  

Bowling balls used in the game and marked by their owners are considered private and other 
participants in the game are prohibited from using the same, unless the owner consents to such use.  
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RULE 115     FOUL -DEFINITION OF  

A foul is committed with no pinfall being credited to the player although the ball counts as a ball 
rolled. when a part of the bowler's person encroaches upon or goes beyond the foul line and touches 
any part of the lane, equipment or building during or after executing a legal delivery. A ball is in play 
and a foul may be called after a legal delivery has been made and until the same or another player is 
on the approach in position to make a succeeding delivery.  

If the player commits a foul which is apparent to both captains or one or more members of each 
of the opposing teams competing in a league or tournament on the same pair of lanes where the foul 
is committed. or to the official scorer or a tournament official, and should the foul judge or umpire 
through negligence fail to see it committed or an TBA approved automatic foul detecting device fails 
to record it, a foul will nevertheless be declared and so recorded.  

 
Wherever it is deemed necessary to determine fouls, the officials of any Local Association, upon 

authorisation by their Board of Directors, may require that a foul line be plainly painted on the walls, 
posts, division boards, or any other structure in a bowling establishment at any point on a line with 
the regular foul line.  

 
RULE 116     FOUL COUNTS AS BALL BOWLED  

A foul ball will be recorded as a ball bowled by the player, but any pins bowled down when a foul 
is committed will not count. When the player fouls upon delivering the first ball of a frame, all pins 
knocked down must be re-spotted, and only those pins knocked down by the second ball may be 
counted. If he bowls down all the pins with his second ball after fouling with the first, it will be scored 
as a spare. When less than ten pins are bowled down on the second ball after fouling on the first, it 
will be scored as an error. A player who fouls when delivering his second ball of a frame will be 
credited with only those pins bowled down with his first ball, provided no foul was committed when 
the first ball was delivered. When a bowler fouls during the delivery of his first ball in the tenth frame 
& bowls down all tenpins with his second ball (making a spare) he bowls a third ball & is credited with 
a spare plus the pins bowled down with the third ball. When a player fouls while delivering his third 
ball in the tenth frame, only those pins bowled down in delivering his first two balls will be counted.  

 
RULE 117     DELIBERATE FOUL  

When a player deliberately fouls to benefit by the calling of a foul, the player will receive zero 
pinfall for that delivery and will not be allowed any further deliveries in that frame. Such action may be 
regarded as an attempt to gain an unfair advantage. (See Rule 501).  

 
RULE 118     PROTESTS -PROVISIONAL BALL  
When a protest involving a foul or the legality of pinfall is entered and it cannot immediately be 

resolved between the two team captains, a provisional ball or frame will be bowled by the contestant.  
If the protest occurs on the first delivery in a frame, the player will complete his frame and then 

bowl another complete frame immediately, unless it involves a question of whether a bowler should 
receive credit for a strike or a lesser number of pins on his first delivery. In such event, the pin or pins 
which were protested as constituting illegal pinfall will be re- spotted and the player required to bowl 
another ball.  

When the protest occurs on the second delivery, the player will bowl a provisional ball against the 
same setup of pins which were standing at the time except when the protest involves afoul in which 
case no provisional ball will be necessary.  

A record of both scores for the frame in which the provisional delivery was made will be 
maintained and the protest referred to the league's Management Committee or the tournament's 
management committee for decision. If unable to reach a decision, the Local Association or the TBA 
can be asked for a decision upon submission of all the facts relating to the protest.  
 
RULE 119     NO UNREASONABLE DELAY  
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The league or tournament officials will allow no unreasonable delay in the progress of any game. 
Up to five minutes is allowable in the event of sickness or injury. Should any member or team 
participating in a league or tournament refuse to proceed with the game after being directed to do so 
by the proper authorities, such game or series will be declared forfeited. No delays will be allowed for 
personal equipment failure. If the lanes are available, play shall proceed.  

 
RULE 120     FOUL -DETECTION  
League and tournament officials may adopt and use any TBA approved foul detecting device and 

where none is available a foul judge must be stationed so he has an unobstructed view of the foul 
line.  

 
RULE 121    FOUL -APPEAL  
No appeal will be allowed when a foul is indicated by an approved automatic foul detecting device 

or is called by afoul judge except when it is proved that the device is not operating properly or there 
is a preponderance of evidence that the bowler did not foul.  

If the device becomes temporarily inoperative the following procedures will be used in calling 
fouls:  

1. In tournament play tournament management will assign a human foul judge or arrange for the 
official scorers to call fouls.  

2. 2. In league play, the opposing captains will call fouls or designate someone to act as a foul 
judge.  

3. Failure to have the automatic foul detecting device in operation or provide for foul line 
observance when it is inoperative will disqualify scores bowled for TBA high score 
consideration.  

 

EXPLANATION 
1. This diagram shows afoul being committed because the bowler's foot is touching the lane in 

the foul area beyond the foul line.  
2. In effect, the foul line extends in an unbroken line across the building, including aisles and up 

the wall. Therefore, the bowlers in the diagram who have stepped into the aisle or touched 
the wall beyond the foul line have committed fouls.  

3. This bowler's right foot has crossed the foul line on an adjacent lane causing the foul light to 
register on that lane. A foul must be called even though the light did not indicate a foul on the 
lane on which she is bowling.  

4. This bowler has fouled because her hand is resting on the lane beyond the foul line. This foul 
must be called and recorded by the scorekeeper or the team captain even though the 
automatic foul detecting device has not registered the foul.  

5. When foreign objects such as cigarettes, cigars, pencils, etc, drop from a bowler's pocket on 
or across the foul line and no part of the bowler's person touches on or across the foul line, 
no foul is committed. The bowler must call "Time out" by signalling the opposing team or foul 
judge before retrieving the fallen object.  

6. Everything on the approach side of the foul line is "fair territory" for the bowler. He may 
prevent afoul by holding onto posts, ball returns or the wall on his side of the foul line.  

7. A foul is not committed when the bowler enters the foul area but retains possession of the 
ball. The bowler should not be charged with afoul because he has not executed a legal 
delivery.  

8. A ball is legally delivered when it leaves the bowler's possession and crosses the foul line into 
playing territory. The diagram clearly illustrates the "foul area" and "fair territory".  
A bowler is subject to the foul rule after every legal delivery and until he or another player is in 

a position to make a succeeding delivery. The player will be charged with a foul whether the ball 
is in the pit or on the way back to the rack if he enters the foul area before he or another bowler is 
in a position to bowl again. The ball is considered in play until that time.  
 

RULE 122     AVERAGE -DEFINITION OF  
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 A bowling average is determined by dividing the total number of pins credited to a bowler by the 
number of games bowled in one league in a season. 

When establishing an average in league play, a right-handed bowler must bowl right-handed at 
all times. Similarly, a left- handed bowler must bowl left-handed at all times. Penalty: forfeiture of 
game.  

No combination of scores bowled both right and left-handed will be used in computing an 
average.  

A new average must be established if the bowler finds it necessary to change his delivery from 
right to left-handed or vice versa. In all cases, extra pins or fractions must be disregarded when using 
averages for handicapping or classification purposes. The extra pins will be reduced to a percentage 
of a pin only for the purpose of deciding individual position standings in a league.  

 
RULE 123     PRIZES -PROPRIETORS AND THEIR EMPLOYEES  

No tournaments or leagues can restrict the owner of the bowling establishment or his employees 
from qualifying for individual or all events prizes.  

 
RULE 124     PROTESTS -TIME LIMIT  

Protests involving eligibility, scoring or general playing rules in leagues and tournaments will be 
governed as follows:  

LEAGUES: Any protest affecting eligibility or general playing rules must be confirmed in writing to 
a responsible official or TBA not later than 72 hours after the series in which the infraction occurred 
has been bowled.  

If no written protest is entered prior to the expiration of the 72 hour period, the series must stand 
as bowled.  

Protests resulting out of competition in the final week of a league's schedule must be filed within 
48 hours of the concluding night of the schedule.  

TOURNAMENTS: Any protests affecting eligibility or general playing rules must be lodged with a 
responsible tournament official before the tournament prize payments are made. Such protest has to 
be confirmed in writing to a responsible tournament, Local Association official or TBA within 48 hours 
of the completion of the tournament.  

Protests -Errors in Scoring  
OBVIOUS ERRORS: Errors in scoring or errors in calculating league or tournament play must be 

corrected by a responsible league or tournament official immediately upon discovery of such error.  
QUESTIONABLE ERRORS: Questionable errors will be decided upon by the league's 

Management Committee or the Management Committee of the tournament. Protests relating to 
questionable errors must be confirmed in writing to a responsible tournament, league or Local 
Association official as follows: Tournaments: Within 48 hours of the completion of the tournament.  

Leagues: Within 14 days after the series has been bowled in which the questionable error arose.  
Each protest under this rule must be specific in itself and this rule will not be construed to cover a 

previous or similar violation.  
 

RULE 125     APPROACHES MUST NOT BE DEFACED  
No-one will mark on or will introduce on any part of the approach or lane any substance which will 

have a tendency to injure, disfigure or place the approach or lane in such condition as to detract from 
the possibility of other bowlers being able to take advantage of the usual conditions. The use of such 
substances as aristol, talcum powder, pumice, resin, etc, on shoes; the use of soft rubber soles and 
heels that rub off, and in any manner alter the normal conditions of the approach are strictly 
prohibited.  

 
RULE 126     AUTOMATIC SCORING DEVICES  

An automatic scoring device which has been approved may be used in accredited league and 
tournament play.  

This device will provide a printed record of the score which can be audited frame by frame and 
otherwise comply with the scoring and playing rules of the game.  
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RULE 127     ILLEGAL BALL -PENALTY  

All games bowled consecutively in a tournament or in a League series, with a ball that is proved 
to be illegal (outside of the specifications defined in Chapter 6), will not be recognised.  

 

GENERAL 
 

RULE 201     BOWLING ETIQUETTE  
Bowlers must give consideration at all times to the rights of the other bowler.  
1. Prepare to take your turn promptly on the lane. Remember, the player to your right has the 

right of way.  
2. Take your time, but don't waste time by posing or waiting until everyone else is off the 

adjacent approaches. 
3. Do not step onto your approach until the previous bowler has left.  
4. Stay on your own approach at all times. "Riding" balls is permitted as long as the bowler does 

not move outside of one lane either side of the delivery lane.  
5. Step back off the approach after making each delivery-  
6. Do not use another player's ball without permission.  
7. The approaches may not be exactly to your liking, but DON'T use chalk, resin or talcum 

powder to condition them. Your fellow bowlers may like them as they are.  
8. Do not use chalk, resin or talcum powder in the player’s area.  
9. Good bowling requires concentration. When players are ready to bowl, give them the 

courtesy of making their shot without any interference, as you will want the same courtesy 
when it is your turn to bowl.  

10. Be ready to bowl, but wait until the pin setting machine has completed its cycle and the 
sweep-bar is raised.  

11. Respect the equipment. Getting the bail out on the lane is good bowling, but "lofting" can 
damage the lane.  

12. Play the game to win, but be a gracious loser if you are on the short end of the count when 
the game is over.  

 
 

RULE 202     MEMBERSHIP OF LICENSED ASSOCIATIONS  
A person becomes a member of a Licensed Association by paying a prescribed membership fee 

to that Association. Bowlers participating in competitive competition in more than one Licensed 
Association may be required to pay an associate membership fee to each Licensed Association they 
are competing in.  

 
RULE 203     CENTRE REGISTRATION  

TBA will register all bowling centres that participate in a Sports Registration Fees agreed 
payment scheme with TBA.  

 
RULE 204     MEMBERSHIP YEAR  

The membership year shall be from the first day of January to the last day of December in each 
year.  

 
RULE 205     MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATIONS  

A Licensed Association may set different membership fees for different classifications of bowler, 
eg Junior, Adult,  

Pensioner etc. A Junior bowler paying a junior membership fee may participate in adult league 
without further payment of additional fees. A Junior is defined as a bowler who has not reached their 
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18th birthday on January 1st of the current year. As appoint of clarification, the classifications for 
TBA Tournaments is defined as follows:  

If a tournament is by rule open to junior bowlers, a competitor must be under 18 on 1st January 
that year. If a tournament is by rule open to all adult bowlers, a bowler must have turned 18 by the 
date of the tournament to be able to enter. Eg. A bowler who turns 18 on the 15th March 2001 is 
eligible to enter any tournament that is open by rule to juniors in 2001 and is also eligible to enter any 
adult tournament after 15th March 2001.  
 

RULE 206     TBA AFFILIATION  
A person becomes affiliated with TBA by paying a prescribed Sports Registration Fee to a 

Registered Bowling Centre or its associated Licensed Association. The Sports Registration Fee is 
the same for all classifications and is payable only once each year.  

 
RULE 207     LICENSES  

TBA will only issue a License to Associations that are representing bowlers in bowling centres 
that are registered with TBA.  

 
RULE 208     MEMBER RECOGNITION  

TBA services and awards will be available to all TBA affiliated bowlers who are participating in 
League competition organised or arranged by TBA, a Licensed Association or a Registered Bowling 
Centre.  

TBA will not recognise bowlers who are participating in competition organised or arranged by an 
Association that is not licensed with TBA.  

 
RULE 209     JUNIOR CONDUCT CODE  

The following conduct code will be observed during accredited league and tournament play so as 
to provide a good environment for Junior members of TBA Licensed Associations:  

a. No alcoholic beverages will be consumed by Junior members of TBA Licensed 
Association whilst they are engaged in TBA competition.  

b. Junior members of TBA Licensed Associations will refrain from smoking during the 
time any TBA competitions in which they are participating are in progress.  

c. Junior members of TBA Licensed Associations will not play on amusement machines 
or similar while junior TBA competitions or school bowling activities are in progress.  
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ETIQUETTE 
 
When students are bowling at a Centre they should be aware of some basic rules of 

proper behaviour. 
 
1.  Stay off the approach area, unless it is your turn to bowl. 
 
2.  Wait for the bowler(s) on the neighbouring lanes to bowl. 
 
3.  Be quiet when someone is getting ready to bowl. 
 
4.  Be a good sport when you bowl well (and when you bowl poorly). 
 
5.  Use only your ball. 
 
6.  Be ready when it is your turn to bowl. 
 
7.  Wait for your ball to come back at the scoring console...off the approach. 
 
8.  Return your shoes to the control counter and put your ball back on the ball rack 
     at the end of your game. 
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SAFETY 
(In Bowling Centres) 

 
x Keep hands away from the ball return opening.  The belts, wheels and pulleys stop 

for no one. 
 

x No food or drink in the bowling area.  The approach becomes sticky and bowlers 
who intend to slide might fall. 
 

x Be alert to balls coming back to the ball return.  A pinched finger hurts! 
 

x Finish your delivery behind the foul line.  There is oil on the lane and it is very 
slippery. 
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TENPIN BOWLING TERMS 
 
 ARROWS  Sighting targets embedded in the lane to help a player aim. 

 BROOKLYN A ball rolling to the 1-2 pocket for a right-handed bowler, the 1-3 
pocket for a lefthander.  Also called a cross-over. 

 
 CHANNEL Drop-off area on both sides of the lane.  Sometimes referred to as the 

gutter 
 

 FOUL   Touching or going beyond the foul line while delivering the ball. 

 FRAME  One-tenth of a game.  Each square on a scoresheet indicates one 

frame. 

 HEADPIN  The number 1 pin 

 HIGH HIT  A ball that enters the strike pocket more squarely on the headpin. 

 LANE   The 60 foot area between the foul line and the headpin 

 
 LIGHT HIT A ball that enters the pocket but barely nicks the headpin.  Also called 

a thin hit. 
 

 MARK  A strike or a spare. 

 OPEN  A frame in which the bowler fails to strike or spare 

 PERFECT GAME A 300 score; twelve strikes in-a-row! 

 
 POCKET Area between the 1-3 pins for a right-hander or the 1-2 pins for a 

lefthander. 
 

 PUSHAWAY Moving the ball forward as part of the first step in delivering the   ball. 

 SETEE  Sitting area where bowlers await their turn. 

 SLEEPER  A pin hidden behind another. 

 SPARE  Knocking down all the pins with two deliveries. 

 
 SPLIT Combinations of pins left standing after the first ball where a large 

space is evident between two or more pins.  The head pin not be 
standing. 

 
 SPOT  The sighting of target area on the lane where the player aims. 

 STRIKE  Knocking down all the pins with the first ball. 

 TURKEY  Three strikes in-a-row. 
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THE HISTORY OF BOWLING 
 

The earliest form of bowling can be traced back more than seven thousand years.  
A professor of  Egyptology discovered a complete set of bowling equipment at a child's 
grave site of about 5200 B.C.  The items included small stone balls, several pieces of 
oblong marble and nine slender stone pins.  The pieces of marble were believed to 
have been used to form an archway through which the balls were rolled at the pins. 

 
Tenpin Bowling has gained great popularity in the twentieth century without 

making major changes in rules or equipment.  What has changed are the bowling 
centres.  Years ago, bowling centres were off limits to children and many women.  This 
has changed, and today's bowling establishments are well lighted, air-conditioned 
clean and encourage family participation. 

 
Tenpin Bowling Australia is a non-profit, membership service organisation 

established to create and maintain membership benefits, technical specifications, 
coaching and junior programmes, and to promote the sport of Tenpin Bowling. 

 
With millions of recreational bowlers and over 100,000 league members, Tenpin 

Bowling Australia (TBA) is the second largest membership bowling organisation in the 
world.  The TBA is duly recognised by the Australian Sports Commission, The 
Australian Olympic Committee and the World Tenpin Bowling Association (FIQ), as 
being the only official governing body of, and for, the sport of Tenpin Bowling in 
Australia. 
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TEACHERS CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

TO GAMES AND TEACHING PROGRAMS FOR 
ROLL ‘N STRIKE IN SCHOOL PROGRAM. 

 
WE INVITE TEACHERS TO CONTRIBUTE TO OUR PROGRAMS  

 
MICK DAWE of Chevallum State School Queensland 

x When instructing the children using the 4 pin set up - progress to a second stage of 6 pins prior 
to using the full deck of pins. 
 
IAN BIRD Rockhampton 

x When teaching the children which fingers to put into the ball show them how to make a dingo 
face with the bowling fingers. 
 
Gail 

x At the end of each Tenpin Bowling program ask how many children have bowled a 9 count, 
spared or struck.  While children are sitting ask each child which application of skill contributed 
to their success - Great balance? That helped them with their accuracy - a perfect straight swing? 
Which enabled them to keep the ball on path - a good release with follow through? (Answer the 
phone) that enabled them to knock even more pins over than normal.  This system will help the 
children recognise the skill elements that contribute to successful bowling.   
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SPORT DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES  
For Teachers & Students 

What the TBAQ provides 

 
The Tenpin Bowling Association of Queensland Inc. State Development team 

provides: 
 

x Equipment - loan (purchase and hire is available on request) 
x Teacher Training - initial and ongoing 
x Teacher manuals 
x Ongoing Sport and Bowling Centre Liaison 
x Bridging programs through talent identification programs 
x Access to Tenpin Bowling as a Lifetime Sport 
x Interschool competition structures and events 
x Student Achievement Certificates 
x Student Activity Programs 
x Comprehensive Sport/Athlete Development Programs 
x State Development camps for bowlers to develop their skills further 
x Nutrition, Health and Fitness 
x Tertiary Qualified Staff 

 
For those schools who may wish to purchase Tenpin Bowling school 

resource kits - please apply to TBAQ. Great savings are gleaned by painting 
Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program lanes directly onto your covered play areas 
in the playground and your school would only require Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program pins and balls.  TBAQ would supply the templates to paint the lanes at 

your school. 
 
 

Tenpin Bowling Association of Queensland 
2.3 Sports House 
150 Caxton Street 

MILTON  4064 
PH: 3876 5400  FAX: 3369 1118 

email: ian@tbaq.org.au  
website: www.tbaq.org.au   

mailto:ian@tbaq.org.au
http://www.tbaq.org.au/
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SPORTS PINMANSHIP AWARD 
FOR GOOD “Sports – pin – ship” 
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LINKING TENPIN BOWLING 

 
TO THE 

 
SCHOOL SYLLABUS 

 
 

 
 
 

Tenpin Bowling Association of Queensland Inc. 
ABN: 39 123 639 032 

Office 2.3 Sports House 
Cnr Caxton & Castlemaine Streets 

MILTON 4064 
Ph: 3876 5400    Fax: 3369 1118 

Email: dev@tbaq.org.au 
Website: www.tbaq.org.au  

 
 

 
Developed By TBAQ Inc.                      © 2005 Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 

Program, TBAQ Inc. 

mailto:dev@tbaq.org.au
http://www.tbaq.org.au/
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Linking Tenpin Bowling to the HPE 
Syllabus 

 
This manual is to be used in conjunction with the “Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program” program in order to assess your students skill in applying locomotor and 
non locomotor skills to Tenpin Bowling games and activities. 
 
Tenpin Bowling is classified as a target sport according to the reference of “Teaching 
Sports Concepts and Skills” compiled by Griffin, Mitchell and Oslin. 
 
A student who undertakes “Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL Program” should be able to 
demonstrate a competency level in the following movement skills and concepts 
¾ Correct grip of a ball 
¾ Identifying components of a straight pendulum swing 
¾ Rolling a ball with correct grip and release 
¾ Producing a ‘follow through’ technique after release 
¾ Rolling a ball at a fixed target 
¾ Correct feet position 
¾ Correct balance position – identify upper and lower body points of balance 
¾ Body balance checkpoints 
¾ Rhythm and timing of swing and approach 
¾ Evaluate perfect swing and release after delivery of ball 
¾ Skill acquisition towards obtaining set goals and targets 
¾ Provide strategies to improve their scores 
¾ Work as a team  
¾ Observe and apply rules and regulations 
¾ Identify fitness and health benefits  
¾ Awareness of what Tenpin Bowling structures are available and how to access 

the sport outside school hours with family and friends 
 

 
To find out more about the sport of Tenpin Bowling or the “Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program” please refer to the Teachers Manual or contact TBAQ on 3876 5400 or 
you can visit our website: www.tbaq.org.au  

 

http://www.tbaq.org.au/
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DEVELOPING CONCEPTS & SKILLS 
FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

Essential Learning Areas Elaborations  
Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program & Sport Link 

1.1 Variety of locomotor and 
non-locomotor skills varying 

body actions and use of space     
            (Basic skills) 
 

x Travel / Move in response 
to stimuli 

x Balance using different 
body parts 
 

x Song – children able to do 
actions as in song 

x Children respond to song 
when bowling 

x Children balance with ball 
 

1.2  Manipulative skills using 
range of implements and body 
parts   

x Roll small and medium 
sized balls 

x Ability to pick up and carry 
balls 
 

x Transfer ball to specific 
targets 

x Correct grips 

1.3  Describe physical and 
emotional effect that result from 
their participation 

x Tired body parts 
x Enjoyment, excitement, 

pride, frustration, 
satisfaction, happiness 
 

x All children enjoy 
x Pride in knocking pins over 
x Happiness helping others 

1.4  Categorise the physical 
activities they and others watch 

x Playing area, Equipment 
Used 

x Individual/Team 
x Competitive and 

recreational 
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DEVELOPING CONCEPTS & SKILLS FOR 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

 

Essential Learning 
Areas 

Elaborations  
Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 

Program & Sport Link 

2.1 Simple combinations of 
locomotor and non 

locomotor skills 
 

x Travel taking weight on 
different body parts 

x Rhythmic actions with 
hands and feet in personal 
space 
 

x Kneel down drill focusing 
on release 

x Pendulum swing and follow 
through (answer the 
phone) 

x Balance drill – positioning 
the body for maximum 
leverage. 
 

2.2  Demonstrate basic 
movement skills using 
equipment in play and simple 
games 

x Roll a ball for accuracy and 
distance 

x Score points by rolling 
accurately  
 

x Balance drill with rotation 
x Scoring Games with 

balance rotation 
x Different targets 4 & 10 

pins 
2.3  Compare effects on 

the body of participating in 
physical intensities of varying 
intensities 

x Low intensity – walking, 
balancing.  Effects – little 
change in body, regular 
heartbeat 

x Medium Intensity – moving 
at a comfortable rhythmic 
pace.  Effects – faster 
breathing & heart rate 
 

x Slow games  
x Point rewards for finishing 

first – increase intensity 

2.4  Identify physical 
activities in which they, their 
friends and family participate 
and suggest reasons for 
different choices 

x Excitement, Improvement 
of balance and skill 

x Competition, Socialise 
x Playing area close to home, 

family members participate 

x Outcomes of scoring  
x Advertising of sponsoring 

centre on equipment 
x Visual improvements – 

increase in score and pins 
x Field trips to bowling 

centres 
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DEVELOPING CONCEPTS & SKILLS FOR 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
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Key Learning Areas Elaborations  Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program & Sport Link 

 
3.1 Movement skills and 

sequences to meet the 
requirements of physical 
activities and tasks              
Movement skills to meet 
requirements of different 
activities 

 

x Throw for accuracy and 
targeting 

x Perform set body actions 
in rhythmic time 

x Stability on different body 
parts 

x Flow with linking 
locomotor, rotational and 
balance skills 

x Balance  
x One step – transfer of 

weight from one position 
into another in timing to 
release the ball 

x Combining of balance and 
one step skills  

x Four Step – balance and 
motion forward with timing 
of swing and release 

x Change of games to change 
focus and targets 

3.2  Observe Rules and 
demonstrate an awareness of 
others during play 

x Communicate with others 
to coordinate play 

x Cooperate with team 
members to achieve 
higher scores 
 

x Work with others and assist 
to achieve higher points – 
coach role in rotational 
games 

x Team members know roles 
in team 

x Children explain rules of 
games to teacher 

x Children taught Tenpin 
Bowling scoring 

3.3  Describe what it means 
to be fit and demonstrate 
activities that promote health 
related fitness 

 

x Participate without getting 
tired, Relax mind and 
muscles, happy and 
energetic, getting along 
with others 

x Heart and muscular 
strength activities 

x Stretching for joint 
mobility 

x Basic stretching techniques 
x Social atmosphere 

 

3.4 Suggest how people and the 
availability of facilities 

influence choices relating to 
physical activities 

 

x Influences – through 
encouragement, 
recommendations, role 
models, rewards, personal 
involvement 

x Facilities – access, 
availability, cost of 
equipment 

x Hero Programs 
x Achievement Awards 
x Specific sporting 

environment 
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DEVELOPING CONCEPTS & SKILLS FOR 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
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Essential Learning Areas 

 

Elaborations Roll ‘n Strike IN SCHOOL 
Program & Sport Links 

4.1 Movement sequences in 

games, sports or physical 
activities implementing ways to 
enhance their own and others’ 
performances 

 

Ways to enhance own and others’ 
performance 

 

x Practice movement skills 
and sequences – 
importance or practice, 
physical & mental practice, 
length and frequency of 
practice 

x Implement suitable tactics 
and strategies 

x Bases of support, transfer 
of weight and changes in 
body position 

x Biomechanical principles 
to throw and strike 

 

x Continuation with 6 Skill 
drills – pendulum swing, 
kneel down, balance, one 
step, tempo, push away  

x Introduction of basic lines 
and angles 

x Quick fix improvements– 
release, tempo steps, swing 
(push, relax) 

4.2 Demonstrate basic tactics 

and strategies to achieve 

identified goals 

 

x Utilise conditions  
 

x Incorporate basic science 
knowledge  

4.3 Identify and take part in a 

variety of physical activities that 

contribute to development of 

components of health related 

fitness 

 

x Continuous activity 
contribute to cardio-
respiratory endurance 

x Stretching 
x Weights contribution to 

muscular strength and 
endurance 

 

x Incorporate Tenpin Bowling 
specific stretching 

x Basic Weights training 
schedule using home 
resources 

4.4 Explain how images of 

physical activity influence their 

own and others participation in 

and attitudes towards physical 

x Portrayal of males and 
females 

x Image of participants and 
elite athletes 

x Lack of images from 
different participating 
backgrounds 
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TENPIN BOWLING & FITNESS – BRIEF 

OVERVIEW 

Energy demands and the components 
of fitness of Tenpin Bowling 
 
Played equally well by slim athletic body shapes and also the larger framed athlete. 

Tenpin Bowling is an alactic, anaerobic sport. The physical conditioning of an athlete will 
enhance the long term development of skill acquisition of the student wishing to compete at high 
levels in this sport.  

Once desired technique is established Tenpin skill is measured by the ability to reproduce 
repetitive timing skills throughout the approach to the point of delivery, endurance then plays a part 
in the preparation of the tenpin athlete.   Skill building components include speed and the ability to 
build and transfer momentum to the ball throughout the bowling action .  Accuracy to pass the ball 
repetitively through targeting points on the lane past the foul line at 2ft, 8ft, 15ft and 45ft distances 
to a fixed point at 60 ft rely on a degree of accuracy and of hand and eye coordination. 

 
Most people regard Tenpin Bowling as a lifetime sport. Tenpin Bowling does not appear to 

require the high energy demands of some aerobic sports, however the Tenpin athlete should 
possess both, cardiovascular and muscular endurance, flexibility, strength and mental stamina.  Both 
loco motor and non loco motor skills are required. 

.   
Cardiovascular: 
Training for cardiovascular fitness the athlete must engage ‘large muscle’ activities, extended over 
a period of time to condition the heart and lungs to adapt to further loads of work. This type of 
training is completed to provide a fitness base to enhance endurance capabilities. 

 
Muscular:  
Muscular endurance is highly related to strength. Continual and gradual overload of weight will 
result in strength gains. There are two ways an increase in workload can be achieved – increasing 
the duration of lifting the heavy weights or by increasing the number of times (repetitions) the 
weights are lifted or moved. Increasing the number of repetitions is the best way as sport fitness can 
be achieved through bowling a significant number of games at each training session. Specific Drills 
will target specific areas of conditioning required, example Balance Drill to strengthen legs.  
Attention should be directed to the monitoring of strength gains equally from the right to the left 
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side of the body to prevent muscle imbalance. Grip strength, shoulder leverage, leg strength and  
core strength are considered areas of importance for conditioning. 
 

Flexibility  

The consequent body actions in terms of bending knees to a low centre of gravity position, 
stabilising shoulder while swinging the bowling ball and the wrist and hand flexion and extension 
while releasing the ball are requirements of the sport.  

The degree of flexibility determined by the range of extension and flexion of a joint will 
determine the range of movement (ROM) the athlete can contribute to the action of bowling. When 
training the Tenpin athlete dynamic stretching movements will best prepare the athlete for the 
demands of the sport. Particularly those that imitate the range of movement that is required for 
the bowling action.  Particular attention should be paid to the bi lateral stretching and conditioning 
of the muscles of the body. 

 
NOTES: 
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TENPIN BOWLING AUSTRALIA LIMITED  
National Coaching & Officiating Program  
Coach/Official Code of Ethics Individual Agreement Form  
For accreditation or re-accreditation to the National Coaching Accreditation Scheme (NCAS)/National 
Officiating Accreditation Scheme (NOAS)  
To: Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited  
I .......................................................................................... am seeking accreditation/re-accreditation 
(please circle) for the following Australian Sports Commission (ASC) qualification:  
Level ............................ Sport Tenpin Bowling  
Agreement  
1. I agree to abide by the Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited Code of Ethics for Coaches.  
2. I acknowledge that Tenpin Bowling Australia may take action against me if I breach the Code of Ethics.  
3. I understand Tenpin Bowling Australia is required to implement a complaint handling procedure in 
accordance with the principles of Natural Justice, in the event an allegation made against me.  
4. I acknowledge that disciplinary action against me may include de-registration from the NCAS and 
Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited.  
 
Please refer to the Harassment-free Sport Guidelines available from the Australian Sports Commission or 
contact Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited if you require more information on harassment issues.  
Signature ............................................................................................... Date .............................................  
If the applicant is under the age of 18 Parent/Guardian to complete next section  
Signature ............................................................................................... Date .............................................  

The Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited Code of Ethics must appear on the other 
side of the Coach/Official Code of Ethics Agreement Form. 
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TENPIN BOWLING AUSTRALIA LIMITED  
National Coaching & Officiating Program  
Coach/Official Code of Ethics Group Agreement Form  
For accreditation or re-accreditation to the National Coaching Accreditation Scheme (NCAS)/National 
Officiating Accreditation Scheme (NOAS)  
To: Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited  
I, individually, am seeking accreditation/re-accreditation (please circle) for the following Australian Sports 
Commission (ASC) qualification:  
Level ............................ Sport Tenpin Bowling  
Agreement  
1. I, individually, agree to abide by the Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited Code of Ethics for Coaches 
overleaf.  
2. I, individually, acknowledge that Tenpin Bowling Australia may take action against me if I breach the 
Code of Ethics.  
3. I, individually, understand Tenpin Bowling Australia is required to implement a complaint handling 
procedure in accordance with the principles of Natural Justice, in the event an allegation made against 
me.  
4. I, individually, acknowledge that disciplinary action against me may include de-registration from the 
NCAS and Tenpin Bowling Australia Limited.  
Name  Address  Signature (Parent/Guardian if under 18)  
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TENPIN BOWLING AUSTRALIA LIMITED  
National Coaching & Officiating Program  
Personal Character Declaration for Coaches and Officials  
Child Protection  
This declaration must be completed by all personnel who have juniors in their care when coaching or 
officiating.  
Any person who does not sign the Declaration Form will not be registered as a TBA Coach or Official.  
All coaches and officials who sign the declaration will be entered on the TBA database as part of TBA 
Risk Management Procedures. Coaches and officials who have already signed a declaration in their 
State of domicile and who have undergone a police check as part of their State Child Protection 
requirements are required to sign this form.  
This declaration is to certify that:  
��the individual has not committed an offence involving sexual activity or acts of indecency which is or 
was punishable by penal servitude or imprisonment for 12 months or more in any State in Australia, or an 
offence committed elsewhere that would have been punishable by penal servitude or imprisonment for 
12 months or more if it had been committed in Australia.  
��the individual is suitable by virtue of character and previous history to be entrusted with the care of 
young people participating in the sport of Tenpin Bowling.  
 
Surname ................................................................................................................... (Please Print)  
Christian Name ........................................................................................................ (Please Print)  
State of Residence ................................................................................................... (Please Print)  
Signature ..................................................................................................................  

Date .......................................................................................................................... 


